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I am extremely excited to join UTS as its 
first Executive Director Social Justice. 

As UTS continues to grow its reputation as 
a world-leading university of technology, 
the creation of this position is testament 
to UTS’s ongoing commitment to social 
justice, and our commitment to the idea 
that as a university we have broader social 
responsibilities beyond our campus. 

At UTS we recognise that as a university 
we exist for the public good; to contribute 
as an organisation to global knowledge, 
social mobility and our local community.

At the heart of any university’s 
social justice agenda must be the 
expansion of access to education, 
and I am pleased to say that UTS 
has a proud record in this regard.

In 2015 UTS continued to attract 
a wide diversity of students. Our 
widening participation strategies have 
ensured that the number of students 
from low-socio economic (low-SES) 
backgrounds attending UTS increases 
every year. In fact, the growth in our 
low-SES numbers has been greater 
than the growth in our overall domestic 
undergraduate numbers since 2014. 
And these students are succeeding, 
with retention and success rates 
comparable to their higher-SES peers. 
Most importantly, in 2015 our Indigenous 
student intake was at an all-time high.

Not only do we have a diverse student 
population, but our teaching and 
learning focuses on global citizenship 
and civic values. Our academic research 
has social impact and influence in 
broader policy debates, and our staff 
has a proud history of standing up for 
human rights and for social justice 
issues both on and off campus.

This year I will be working on a plan 
which aims to ensure social justice 
remains part of our university’s DNA, 
and that related policies and strategies 
are given the same level of priority as 
other strategic instruments at UTS. 

I look forward to being a part of an 
institution with such a long standing 
commitment to diversity, inclusion and 
social justice in higher education.

Introduction

Verity Firth
Executive Director Social Justice

Photo by Jamie Williams
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KEY STATISTICS
 > Over the period 2011-2015, the 
number of commencing domestic 
undergraduate students with a  
low-SES background has increased 
by 40% 

 > In 2015 UTS once again received 
the Employer of Choice for Gender 
Equality citation by the Workplace 
Gender Equality Agency. UTS has 
been recognised annually since 2001 
for its best practice in promoting 
gender equality in the workplace

 > Commencements of Indigenous 
students at UTS have nearly doubled 
in the past four years, from 85 in 2011 
to 145 in 2015

 > The number of Indigenous academics 
with research degrees or studying 
towards a research degree has 
significantly grown, from 4 in 2011 to 
20 in 2015

 > The new UTS Access & Inclusion Plan 
2015-2019 aims to enhance UTS’s 
culture of acceptance and the value we 
place on diversity. Chairman of Lifeline 
John Brogden AM was keynote speaker 
at the launch of the Plan in December 
and used his own experiences around 
mental health to draw attention to 
this growing area of concern in the 
workplace

 > The Australian Indigenous Education 
Foundation committed $500 000 
for Indigenous scholarships. This 
supports UTS’s Indigenous Education 
and Employment Policy (IEEP), a 
whole-of-university approach to 
creating Indigenous jobs and boosting 
Indigenous student participation

 > UTS’s inclusion in the first pilot 
of the Athena SWAN program in 
Australia strengthens the University’s 
commitment to gender equity and 
inclusion, with a focus on science, 
technology, engineering, mathematics 
and medicine/health Professor Peter Booth and Equity & Diversity 

Unit Director Tracie Conroy with John 
Brogden AM and singer Mick on Wheels 

Highlights and Achievements
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Social justice, equity and respect for 
diversity are threads woven into the 
fabric of UTS. They are values and 
objectives that are reflected in how we 
do our work within the organisation, 
our diverse staff and students, our 
inclusive teaching and learning, and 
in our engagement and collaborations 
with the wider community.

This report highlights the contributions 
by faculties and divisions to the 
University’s strategic priorities in 2015. 

Objective 1:  
INSPIRE GRADUATE 
SUCCESS 

Enables students to build future-
focused graduate capabilities and global 
citizenship, irrespective of their gender, 
culture, background and entry pathway. 

Objective 2: 
ENHANCE OUR RESEARCH 
PERFORMANCE 

Highlights examples of high-quality 
research and outcomes across UTS 
with a social or community engagement 
and impact, concerning equity, 
human rights and social justice.

Objective 3:  
CONNECT AND ENGAGE

Aims to leverage our University’s 
culture of encouraging diversity and 
championing social justice to connect 
students, staff, alumni, industry and 
the community for collaborative 
learning opportunities, enduring 
relationships and inclusive programs 
and services. This includes increasing 
representation, retention and success 
of students from low socio-economic 
backgrounds and Indigenous students.

Objective 4: 
ADAPT AND THRIVE 

Reflects our integrity, transparency 
and commitment to social justice 
through our diverse, respectful 
and inclusive workforce.

We will know we have grown our national 
and international reputation when:

►  OUR PERFORMANCE IN GLOBAL 
UNIVERSITY RANKINGS relevant to
UTS’s profile, age and aspirations, 
continues to rise and awareness 
of UTS in Asia, North America and 
Europe is increased

►  OUR ALUMNI ARE STRONG 
ADVOCATES for, and active 
contributors to, our reputation
with industry and our ongoing 
development

►  UTS IS A SECTOR LEADER 
in leveraging the opportunities 
of the 'Asian Century'

►  ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT
ISLANDER peoples participate in 
education and employment across 
UTS at rates reflecting, at least, 
population parity and experience 
achievement comparable to their 
non-Indigenous peers

►  SOCIAL JUSTICE AND 
INCLUSIVENESS is explicit
in our curriculum, policies, 
strategies and plans and in 
our culture, beliefs, values 
and ways of working

►  OUR KEY TECHNOLOGY 
PARTNERSHIPS and other
international relationships 
are successful against our 
stated goals and outcomes

►  WE ARE WIDELY REGARDED
as being excellent to do 
business with

Social Justice within the UTS Strategic Plan
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UTS has long been producing graduates 
who are striving to create change 
in their fields and who are working 
towards a social good. To changing the 
educational landscape of our nation, to 
fusing creative vision with inclusivity 
and diversity, the following UTS alumni 
are leaving their mark on the world.

Leona McGrath

UTS Bachelor of Midwifery, 2009

Taking on mature-age study as a single 
mother, Leona McGrath overcame 
significant obstacles to become one 
of the first Aboriginal graduates of 
the UTS Bachelor of Midwifery. Now 
generations of Indigenous people stand 
to benefit from her determination. 

Starting out as a midwife in the Malabar 
Community Midwifery Practice, a service 
specifically for Aboriginal women, she 
became a natural mentor for other 
Indigenous midwives and students. 
After just four years of practice, she 
was actively recruited by NSW Health to 
lead the ministry’s strategy to address 
the critical shortfall in numbers of 
Aboriginal nurses and midwives.

A passionate advocate for the 
advancement of midwifery as a career 
of choice for Aboriginal people, McGrath 
has made a significant impact, further 
developing initiatives within NSW 
Health to increase the Aboriginal 
nursing and midwifery workforce.

“I hope that my story will encourage other 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women 
to believe that if they have the passion, 
they too can become what they want” 
Leona McGrath

Rangan Srikhanta

UTS Bachelor of Business, 
Bachelor of Computing1, 2007 

Rangan Srikhanta once had his sights 
set on becoming a top-ranking CEO 
of a major corporation. Then the 
former Sri Lankan refugee made the 
decision to follow his passion for social 
justice and One Education was born, 
a One Laptop per Child2 off-shoot.

At a time when more economic, 
employment, social, political and 
cultural interactions are available over 
the internet, the digital divide is an 
opportunity divide. One Education’s aim 
is to change the educational landscape 
by distributing specially-designed laptops 
to all children, regardless of their social 
economic status. The not-for-profit social 
enterprise also provides charging stations, 
repair kits, teacher incentive programs 
and training for student IT champions.

To date, One Education has raised 
over $24 million to provide learning 
opportunities to children needing access 
to education, including an $11.7 million 
grant from the Federal Government.

“From poverty, to peace, to issues around 
health, education has a major part in 
solving all these problems. The best place 
to start is where you have the most fertile 
ground, and that’s in the minds of children 
who are still developing their world views”
Rangan Srikhanta

1 
2 

Photo by Kevin Cheung
Photo by Simon Schluter/
Fairfax Syndication

Changemakers
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CHANGEMAKERS

Lance Kalish and Ido Leffler

UTS Bachelor of Business, 2000

Yes To Inc may be a multimillion-
dollar business and the number two 
natural beauty brand in the US, but 
founders Lance Kalish and Ido Leffler 
regard it as a stepping stone to their 
ultimate goal of social change.

Kalish and Leffler, who met as 
students at UTS Business School, 
received the prestigious Chancellor’s 
Award for Excellence at the 2015 
UTS Alumni Awards for their 
entrepreneurship, determination 
and passion for social change.

Their ‘for purpose, for profit’ businesses 
Yoobi and Cheeky grew out of the success 
of Yes To and sell school and office 
stationery and disposable tableware 
respectively, but also make matching 
donations of school supplies and meals to 
disadvantaged children in North America 
– helping millions in just two years. They
are now working with Officeworks 
and The Smith Family in Australia.

The pair also directs a portion of their 
Yes To profits to the Yes To Seed Fund, 
which supports programs teaching 
children about nutrition and healthy living 
through projects such as micro-farms 
in Africa and organic school gardens.

“This is the type of business we believe 
people should operate today – with social 
responsibility and purpose. We always felt 
that finding a purpose for our business 
was as important as driving a profit” 
Lance Kalish

Genevieve Clay-Smith

UTS Bachelor of Arts in Communication 
(Media Arts and Production), 20093

Genevieve Clay-Smith believes that 
you can’t understand someone’s 
full potential until you give them a 
chance to rise to the occasion.

The multi award-winning filmmaker 
and social entrepreneur, who was 
named 2015 NSW Young Australian 
of the Year, is using her considerable 
filmmaking talents to help diverse 
and marginalised communities voice 
their experiences through short film. 

Through her not-for-profit organisation 
Bus Stop Films – which she runs on a 
volunteer basis – Clay-Smith hosts weekly 
filmmaking workshops and provides 
mentorship and learning opportunities 
for people facing barriers to inclusion. 

She established the organisation soon 
after winning Tropfest, the world’s largest 
short film festival, in 2009. Her inspiring 
film, Be My Brother, is an exploration of 
the life of a man with Down Syndrome 
and has been widely acclaimed for 
breaking down social stigmas.

“Inclusion in society is not just a human 
right. It’s a need. I wanted to help people 
who face barriers to inclusion get involved 
in filmmaking and engage in an industry 
that is notoriously difficult to participate in”
Genevieve Clay-Smith

Photo supplied Photo by Kevin Cheung

1.  Bachelor of Computing is now the UTS 
Bachelor of Science in IT

2.  One Laptop Per Child is a non-profit organisation offering 
laptops designed for children in developing countries

3.  Bachelor of Arts in Communication (Media 
Arts and Production) is now the Bachelor of 
Communication (Media Arts and Production)

Extracts included from Tower and #think magazines 
(UTS:Advancement and UTS Business School).
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As a university we are constantly 
aware of our responsibility to be an 
institution that has social impact. We 
are an intellectually vibrant and socially 
engaged university community, whose 
diversity helps us to look at the world 
through different perspectives. 

Maintaining an equitable and harmonious 
work and study environment across 
all faculties and divisions is important, 
and our success in this area is 
measured through a key performance 
indicator in the UTS Strategic Plan: 
KPI-UEE4 Commitment to diversity. 

As part of UTS’s social justice identity 
we have a reputation for being actively 
engaged within our wider community, 
whether this be through coursework 
collaborations, community partnerships 
or volunteering opportunities. In 2015 a 
range of events, initiatives and support 
services were held and delivered that 
reflect our commitment to being forward-
thinking citizens of the world, and to 
giving our students experiences that will 
help positively shape their future path.

The Student Experience
The UTS Model of Learning aims 
to produce graduates who are: 
 > Equipped for ongoing learning and 
inquiry in their personal development 
and professional practice

 > Can operate effectively with the body of 
knowledge that underpins professional 
practice 

 > Are committed to the actions and 
responsibilities of a professional and 
global citizen

Students experience the UTS Model 
of Learning through their course 
curriculum, innovative learning 
strategies, and their engagement in 
extracurricular activities and university 
life. This includes giving students real-
world opportunities, both locally and 
abroad, that help them to develop skills 
in leadership, communication and team 
work while exploring issues of social 
enterprise, sustainability, international 
development and social justice.

UTS Bachelor of Human Movement 
student Emma Ballentine in Kenya

Our Citizenship
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BUiLD

Through mobility grants, on-campus 
workshops and volunteering opportunities, 
Beyond UTS International Leadership 
Development (BUiLD) delivered a 
diverse range of leadership development 
programs for its 2600 enrolled students 
in 2015, with 891 students participating 
in an overseas BUiLD program.

From water quality management 
in Malaysia to remote education in 
the Maldives, BUiLD students have 
the chance to work in international 
development with a focus on 
providing vital support and skills 
transfer to communities in need. 

Matthew Walsh, a UTS Bachelor 
of Laws student, travelled to Peru 
with the help of a BUiLD mobility 
grant to study Indigenous Rights at 
Peru’s premier university, Pontifica 
Universdad Catolica Del Peru (PUCP).

Walsh, with six other UTS students (five 
Indigenous – Walsh included), spent three 
weeks studying concepts of international 
law under the guidance of the Strategic 
Litigation on Indigenous Rights Section 
of the Clinic, within PUCP’s law faculty.

“It was really valuable to compare 
the common story of colonisation 
and how it plays out in two different 
countries. The legal systems, though 
different, have remarkable similarities 
in regards to colonisation’s effect 
on first people today,” he says.

Walsh worked on a real-time case with 
PUCP’s legal academics, supporting 
Indigenous communities to fight against 
illegal mining in the Peruvian Amazon.

“We actually went to the Tres Isles 
community in the Amazon and lived 
in the community and saw the reality 
of what the community were fighting 
for. These miners in their illegal 
operations pour mercury into the river 
to separate the sands from the gold. 
However, the local community are very 
dependent on fish. Seeing and hearing 
the effect of mercury contamination 
was really hard-hitting stuff.”

While confronting, the program 
allowed UTS students to make 
an impact by actively engaging in 
the community’s legal case. 

OUR CITIZENSHIP 
The Student Experience

“That was really inspiring, being a 
part of that process. We worked in 
the community, we took part in their 
Congress, we were interviewed on 
radio stations, and we wrote articles 
for their newspapers,” Walsh says. “In 
law school you usually just read the 
cases and the facts, but here we 
read the case and then actually saw 
the people and the real effects.”

Another BUiLD program enabled 
Alexandra Devlin and six other UTS 
students to apply skills and training 
to a social justice cause with the 
help of a BUiLD mobility grant.

The UTS Bachelor of Engineering 
Diploma in Engineering Practice student 
travelled to the remote Cambodian 
village of Chambok to deliver sustainable 
development solutions with the Engineers 
Without Borders program. Devlin engaged 
with community leaders to develop 
waste management, safe access and fire 
management solutions for the community.

“The responsibility that we all have as 
global citizens to bring social equity to the 
greater community was at the forefront of 
our motivations,” she says. “We observed, 
listened and created conversations about 
where the community is facing issues and 
how we can propose sustainable ideas 
with appropriate technology to meet some 
of these needs in a short period of time.

“I felt invigorated as we empowered 
the community to design the solutions 

to the problems themselves, using 
local materials and construction 
techniques, while overcoming cultural 
barriers and community needs.” 

Devlin says her BUiLD experience 
broadened her perspective and 
has encouraged her to pursue 
a career in development.

“Chambok community taught me the 
importance of empowerment. Never 
assume what is ‘best’ for someone 
or what should improve their lives. 
These knowledge and skills I learned, 
facilitated by BUiLD, has helped 
shape my future as I seek to become 
a socially responsible engineer.”

Experiences like these not only 
offer immediate social outcomes for 
participating students and communities, 
but also foster ongoing institutional 
partnerships. Following the Indigenous 
Rights program in Peru, Walsh and his 
fellow UTS BUiLD participants invited 
their PUCP academics back to UTS 
as international academic guests.

“They shared their knowledge with 
the Indigenous academic forum, 
spoke with the law society, met 
Indigenous postgraduate students, 
and discussed creating cross-
institutional programs,” says Walsh. 

“They’re even thinking about developing 
an international Master’s program 
between the two institutions.” 

Story by Alex McAlpin

Photo supplied by Matthew Walsh, right
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Brennan Justice and 
Leadership Program

Named after former Chief Justice of 
the High Court of Australia and UTS 
Chancellor (1999-2005) Sir Gerard 
Brennan AC KBE, this program – a joint 
initiative of the Faculty of Law and the Law 
Students’ Society – aims to strengthen 
the justice consciousness, idealism and 
sense of service that students bring to 
their studies and later professional work. 

As part of the program, students engage 
with the themes of justice and its social 
context through lectures, film screenings, 
discussion groups and creative initiatives, 
as well as fulfil volunteer requirements 
over the course of their studies in 
both legal and non-legal settings. 
The commitment of 24 students was 
recognised with a Brennan Award in 
2015 (double the number of awardees 
from 2014), and over 2300 voluntary 
hours logged at 30 organisations, 
ranging from refugee support services 
to completion of the gruelling 100 
kilometre Oxfam Trailwalker charity trek. 

2015 also saw a number of inspirational 
events including guest lectures from 
the Hon Michael Kirby AC CMG and 
Chief Justice of the High Court the 
Hon Robert French AC; the launch of 
the inaugural Brennan Justice Film 
Festival; and a screening and panel 
discussion for the documentary Innocence 
Betrayed about the Bowraville murders 
investigation, directed by Director 
of Jumbunna Indigenous House Of 
Learning (Jumbunna) Research Unit 
Director, Professor Larissa Behrendt.

A new collaboration with the Refugee 
Advice and Casework Service (RACS) 
also saw the Brennan program host the 
RACS Evening Clinic whereby asylum 
seekers can seek free legal advice around 
presenting their cases to Australian 
decision makers, such as the Department 
of Immigration and Border Protection 
and the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. 
Brennan students are rostered on twice 
a week to welcome families to the clinic, 
help with administration and observe 
interviews. RACS’ work is currently 80% 
unfunded and relies on its volunteers 
to assist with their important work. 

OUR CITIZENSHIP 
The Student Experience

2015 Brennan Award recipients with Sir Gerard Brennan, Professor 
Lesley Hitchens and Professor Paul Redmond. Photo supplied
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SOUL

The UTS: SOUL Award is an extra-
curricular, university-wide volunteer 
and leadership program that was 
introduced to grow the scale and impact 
of Shopfront’s work. SOUL responds to a 
community need for rigorously trained, 
community-aware volunteers, and 
student need for leadership development. 

To complete the Award, students 
undertake 100 hours of volunteering and 
two days of training in communication, 
project management, leadership 
and social justice. SOUL also acts as 
a development broker, supporting 
engaged students to identify and pursue 
leadership roles within the University, 
on community projects and in student-
run societies and advocacy networks.

One of SOUL’s major achievements 
this year was the development and 
pilot of the SOULstar leadership and 
facilitation program. SOULstar grew 
out of a need to meet the increasing 
demands for workshops and to create 
greater opportunity for student leadership 
within the program. The pilot was 
highly successful in engaging its first 
cohort of students from across the 
faculties, with 13 students attending 
training sessions and co-facilitating 15 

SOUL workshops in 2015 to challenge 
their own ideas about leadership. 

SOUL’s record this year also includes: 

 > Exceeding targets by delivering 24 000 
hours of volunteering and engagement 

 > Delivering 55 half-day development 
workshops

 > Perfect Match, a volunteer speed 
networking event in partnership 
with UTS Careers. The event has 
become recognised nationally as a 
best practice university volunteer 
engagement model. This year the 
event went biannual, with events to 
celebrate National Volunteer Week in 
May and National Student Volunteer 
Week in August. 22 community-based 
organisations attended and 800 
volunteer matches were created from 
the event. Participating organisations 
included Shine for Kids; The Smith 
Family; Alzheimer’s Australia; 
Australian Youth Climate Coalition, and 
Barnardos Australia. 

Shopfront’s Showcase and SOUL 
Award graduation event in November 
celebrated the program’s achievements 
and the impact UTS students have 
had. The year’s work was captured 
in the official welcome from Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor (International and 

Advancement) Professor William Purcell, 
who also launched a new animation 
created to promote Shopfront’s work. 
The Design Exhibition was a new 
element introduced this year, allowing 
visual communication students to 
display printed and digital works 
developed with community partners. 

PROFILE  
Sharon Chin

UTS Master of Orthoptics

SOUL student Sharon Chin was awarded 
the Chancellor’s Volunteer of the Year 
Award at ActivateUTS annual dinner 
in recognition of her outstanding 
contribution to student life at UTS, and 
the wider community through her 
humility and altruism. She donated over 
20 hours a week in 2015 to a number 
of organisations including the Starlight 
Foundation, where she works in the 
Starlight Express Room. Its focus 
is on creating wonderful memories 
for sick children and their families. 

“I volunteer because it is rewarding 
beyond belief. You see people smile 
and you know that you have made 
a difference in someone else’s life, 
no matter how small the gesture. I 
volunteer to make someone else’s 
day brighter and a little easier. 
Giving up your time is the most 
worthwhile thing you can do.”

Professor William Purcell with the SOULstar team at 
the Shopfront Showcase. Photo by Sameed Khan

Chancellor Professor Vicki Sara with 
Sharon Chin. Photo by Claire Rokobauer

OUR CITIZENSHIP 
The Student Experience
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OUR CITIZENSHIP 
Affecting Change

Affecting Change
training session developed the capabilities 
of a new cohort of staff to support those 
who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, intersex or queer (LGBTIQ).

Jumbunna Research Unit premiered 
four short films during an evening 
screening. The films explored 
contemporary Indigenous identity in 
modern Australia, profiled leaders in 
Indigenous art and Australia’s Aboriginal 
rights movement, and reflected the 
advocacy work of the Unit led by its 
Director, Professor Larissa Behrendt.

An accessibility challenge finished off the 
week of events. The Great Race had staff 
teams racing against the clock to navigate 
the campus using wheelchairs and 
glasses that simulate vision impairment. 

Photos by Encapture Photography

Diversity Week 2015 

This year saw a week of events take 
place that highlighted the theme of social 
justice at UTS. The inaugural Diversity 
Week brought together students and 
staff for lunchtime talks, film screenings, 
workshops and the finale, the Great Race!

Students Sarah Yahya and Ameel Saeed 
spoke about what circumstances led their 
families to seek asylum, the hardships 
faced and their experience of settling into 
Australia as refugees during a lunchtime 
talk on resilience in the face of adversity. 

Are young people as engaged with 
social and political issues as other 
generations of activists? Adjunct 
Professor in Jumbunna Eva Cox joined 
Emeritus Professor in UTS’s School 
of Management Dexter Dunphy to 
debate the role of activism today and 
social and corporate responsibility.

The UTS Pasifika Society held a powerful 
film screening about the struggle to 
maintain Pacific culture and values within 
the westernised society of modern day 
Hawaii. Kumu Hina was told through 
the lens of an extraordinary Hawaiian 
community leader, who is also a proud 
and confident māhū, or transgender 
woman. The event attracted over 
100 staff, students and externals.

A Women in STEM event brought together 
four inspiring female UTS researchers 
to celebrate the next generation of 
UTS women in academia. Also part of 
National Science Week, our researchers 
explored the challenges and rewards 
of working as an academic in science, 
technology, engineering and maths. 

An evening film screening in the UTS 
Library showcased favourites from the 
Creative Media category of the UTS 
Human Rights Awards 2014, while an Ally 
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Left to right, Former Sex Discrimination Commissioner Elizabeth 
Broderick and Director of Anti-Slavery Australia Jennifer Burn 
with 2015 Freedom Award recipients. Photo supplied

OUR CITIZENSHIP 
Affecting Change

Anti-Slavery Australia 

Anti-Slavery Australia is the only 
specialist legal research and policy 
centre in Australia focused on the 
abolition of slavery, trafficking and 
extreme labour exploitation. The Centre 
grew out of a research focus on human 
trafficking at the UTS Community 
Law Centre from 2003 and continues 
to be part of UTS’s Faculty of Law.

My Blue Sky, Australia’s first website 
dedicated to forced marriage prevention, 
information and legal advice, was 
launched by Anti-Slavery Australia 
on 25 November 2015, marking the 
International Day for the Elimination 
of Violence Against Women. 

Funded by the Commonwealth Attorney-
General’s Department, the My Blue 
Sky website (mybluesky.org.au) aims 
to educate and raise awareness about 
forced marriage. It includes important 
facts about forced marriage laws in 
Australia, the difference between forced 
and arranged marriage, safety planning, 
referral organisations and available 
support services, as well as dedicated 
pages for young children and teenagers, 
educators and medical practitioners.

Australian nationals may be forced to 
marry both in Australia and overseas. 
My Blue Sky offers important contact 
information for people who may be 
travelling overseas and are concerned 
they will be forced to marry once outside 
of Australia, as well as for those who 
may have already been taken overseas. 
Translations will be available for parts 
of the website in six languages.

Now in its fourth year, over 100 
guests gathered for the 2015 Anti-
Slavery Australia Freedom Awards to 
recognise and celebrate the individuals 
and organisations that go above and 
beyond to raise awareness of human 
trafficking, slavery and slavery-like 
practices including forced marriage.

Former Sex Discrimination Commissioner 
Elizabeth Broderick delivered an inspiring 
keynote address and presented the 
awards to the recipients. Commissioner 
Broderick has been a long-term advocate 
for the rights of trafficked people and has 
promoted the importance of adopting 
international best practice to deliver 
a strong national legal framework.

In 2015 Anti-Slavery Australia 
collaborated with the Law Council 
of Australia, Jones Day and Allens 
Linklaters to prepare a National 
Compensation Scheme policy paper. 
Anti-Slavery Australia and the Law 
Council of Australia presented a draft of 
this paper to the National Roundtable 
on Human Trafficking and Slavery 
Senior Officials Meeting in November 

to raise discussion points with key 
stakeholders. This paper draws largely 
from the organisations’ research, 
policy perspective and experiences with 
trafficked people, such as those who 
have experienced slavery or slave-like 
practices — including forced marriage. 

Currently in Australia, statutory victim’s 
compensation schemes are provided by 
each of the eight states and territories 
and trafficked people may, in limited 
circumstances, have access to these 
schemes. The inconsistencies between 
the compensation frameworks and the 
lack of a coordinated federal approach 
to compensation is an impediment 
to trafficked people in obtaining 
fair, effective and prompt access to 
justice in keeping with international 
best practice. A final paper with 
recommendations will be presented to 
the Commonwealth Attorney-General 
and the Minister for Justice in 2016.

mybluesky.org.au
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UTS Library

Supporting the work of staff and 
students undertaking research, 
community engagement and advocacy 
on social justice issues is an important 
commitment from UTS Library. In 
2015, UTS Library delivered a diverse 
offering of public exhibitions, seminars, 
conferences, film screenings and 
talks with a primary focus on local and 
international social justice initiatives.

A highlight for the year was the Rana 
Plaza: Murder Not Tragedy photographic 
exhibition and accompanying conference 
and seminar. This series of events was 
developed in partnership with UTS 
Cosmopolitan Civil Societies Research 
Centre, University of Western Sydney’s 
Institute for Culture and Society and 
the Australia Bangladesh Solidarity 
Network. The events highlighted 
the issues around global garment 
production and the subsequent changes 
in international law following the 2013 
collapse of the Rana Plaza garment 
factory that killed over 1100 and 
severely injured 2500 factory workers.

UTS Library actively participates in a 
number of university-wide initiatives. 
As part of Harmony Week, the library 
partnered with UTS: SOUL Award to 
present a screening of Blue Eyed, a 
well-known documentary following the 
work of educator Jane Elliott to expose 
prejudice and bigotry to students and 
adults. A screening of Inside Out in 
conjunction with Amnesty UTS highlighted 
the impact of Indigenous imprisonment 
on Indigenous communities.

The library hosted its annual Green Week 
Debate in collaboration with UTS Green. 
The Faculty of Design, Architecture 
and Building and UTS Debating Society 

Damned Whores and God’s 
Police – 40 Years On

A conference to commemorate the 
40th anniversary of Anne Summers’ 
ground-breaking feminist book Damned 
Whores and God’s Police was held at UTS 
in September. Nearly 400 participants 
from all over Australia came together 
over three days to examine the book’s 
legacy, assess where we are today, our 
future direction around women’s roles in 
society, and what the limitations may still 
be. Keynote speakers and panellists for 
the conference included Anne Summers 
herself, Former Chief of the Australian 
Army Lieutenant General David Morrison 
AO, former Governor General of Australia 
Dame Quentin Bryce AD CVO, Senator 
Penny Wong, and former Australian Sex 
Discrimination Commissioner Elizabeth 
Broderick, along with other prominent 
academics, authors and journalists. 
Among the many thought-provoking 
sessions, Director of Jumbunna Research 
Unit Professor Larissa Behrendt provided 
a personal reflection on the book’s ideas 
and arguments from an Indigenous 
woman’s perspective, while gay rights 
activist and academic Denis Altman 
spoke on the significant changes in 
mainstream attitudes to racial, gender 
and sexual hierarchies. The conference 
received wide media coverage, including 
interviews with the conference’s 
international keynote speaker and 
activist Nimco Ali, who shared her 
personal story of female genital 
mutilation and her campaign to end it. 

explored the topic: Urban Farming 
and Green Roofs are Just Eco-Bling, 
drawing attention to the important issue 
of sustainable living. A screening of 
Seeds of Time was also held with UTS 
Green and UTS: SOUL Award in 2015. 
The documentary, directed by Sandy 
McLeod, looks at the role of seed banks 
around the world as well as the threat 
of climate change on biodiversity. 

Director of Anti-Slavery Australia Jennifer 
Burn gave a presentation in November 
around the challenges of modern 
day slavery and human trafficking in 
Australia; while the 800th anniversary 
of the Magna Carta was celebrated with 
a talk on legend, law, justice and equity 
led by UTS law lecturer Geoff Holland.

Destroy The Joint

The online feminist action group Destroy 
the Joint, working against misogyny, 
sexism and violence against women, 
was this year awarded the inaugural Our 
Watch award for Best Use of Social Media 
for its campaign, Counting Dead Women 
Australia. Destroy the Joint, cofounded by 
UTS Journalism Senior Lecturer Jenna 
Price, started the campaign to record 
and highlight the number of women 
in Australia killed violently (numbers 
reached 79 in 2015). Cosponsored by 
the Walkley Foundation, the Our Watch 
Awards aim to drive nation-wide change 
in the culture, behaviours and attitudes 
that underpin and create violence against 
women and children. In a statement last 
year, the chair of Our Watch Natasha 
Stott Despoja said the entries received by 
Our Watch and the Walkley Foundation 
indicate the national conversation 
around violence against women and 
their children is progressing. Destroy 
the Joint will restart its Counting Dead 
Women Australia campaign in 2016. 

UTS Green Debate
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NAIDOC week forum 

In November 2014, Western Australian 
(WA) Premier Colin Barnett announced 
the imminent closure of up to 150 
of the state’s 274 remote Aboriginal 
communities, most in the Kimberley. In 
July 2015 the Faculty of Arts and Social 
Sciences, in partnership with the History 
Council of NSW, hosted a public forum: 
‘Closing’ Aboriginal Communities in 
WA & Why it Matters to All of Us. The 
event was chaired by UTS’s School of 
Communication Associate Professor 
Heidi Norman and brought scholars and 
activists together to discuss the history of 
these communities and what government 
promises must be broken in order to 
force Aboriginal residents to abandon 
them. It also explored the current 
context and status of communally-
owned and private property Aboriginal 
remote homelands, the cost shifting 
by the Federal government to WA, and 
where the denial of services are forcing 
their people out. Activist and scholar 
Patrick Sullivan (Adjunct Professor 
National Centre for Indigenous Studies, 
Australian National University) provided 
a first-hand account, drawing on his 
work in remote communities over a 30 
year period. The event was attended 
by 150 Aboriginal studies students, 
academics and members of the public.

Net Impact UTS 

Net Impact, a student-led community 
of emerging leaders around the world, 
now has a chapter at UTS. In 2015 the 
UTS group joined 260 active chapters 
worldwide, with 60 000 members 
committed to tackling some of the world’s 
toughest problems and promoting 
sustainable business. Sustainability 
is gaining a foothold in organisational 
language, and the skills and experience 
of sustainability professionals are 
becoming sought after. The volunteer-
led Net Impact UTS aims to influence 
education across the various faculties 
of the University by using business as 
a force for environmental and social 
impact. In October this year, Net Impact 
UTS hosted its inaugural event in the 
new Dr Chau Chak Wing Building: 
People, Planet, Profits and Professions. 
The group discussed environmental 
concerns, expressing optimism that 
the rate of technological innovation, 
even among developing nations, would 
see a rapid shift in energy production. 
Speakers included UTS Business School’s 
Professor of Sustainable Enterprise 
Suzanne Benn and Senior Lecturer 
Melissa Edwards, along with the Director 
of Climate Change and Sustainability 
for Ernst & Young Julian Crawford. 

Make it Happen for Mursal

This campaign to raise $10 000 was 
started by a group of UTS women after 
first hearing about Mursal from UTS Law 
graduate and PhD candidate Nasima 
Rhamani, an Afghan women’s rights 
activist, at the 2015 UTS International 
Women’s Day event. In 2013, seven-year 
old Mursal had been found alone and 
suffering from abuse on the streets of 
Kundoz province Afghanistan. Efforts to 
locate her family had not been successful 
and she was now living at a refuge in 
Kabul. The aim of the campaign was to 
raise funds to enable Mursal to access 
counselling and medical treatment. 
With the support of the Faculty of Law, 
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences and 
the Women@UTS network, a series of 
fundraising activities were held over the 
year including a crowdsourcing website, 
a concert with the UTS Ensemble in 
Residence Australia Piano Quartet, 
bookstalls and a $500 donation from 
UTS HELPS staff. Over $14 000 was 
raised, exceeding the campaign’s 
target and ensuring Mursal will have 
the medical support she needs.
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Safe Cities for Women

While cities are often places of 
opportunity for women, they are also 
places of danger and violence. In 
October, ActionAid launched their Safe 
Cities for Women Campaign at UTS; 
the centrepiece of a public exhibition 
of images by photographer Stephanie 
Simcox. The exhibition, sponsored by 
the Equity and Diversity Unit (E&DU), 
highlighted the need to make streets, 
public places, work places, learning 
institutions and transportation safer for 
women. It also highlighted how sexual 
violence, harassment and discrimination 
impact their lives and consequently their 
opportunities to succeed. In places like 
Bangladesh and India, infrastructure 
and public services have been unable 
to keep up with rapid globalisation 
and massive urban population growth, 
and particularly the needs of women. 
Viewers gained an insight into the 
dangers these women face (up to 85% of 
Bangladeshi women have experienced 
sexual violence), while also reflecting 
on how fortunate Sydneysiders are to 
be living in the world’s sixth safest city. 

#think: sustainability

A #think public lecture in August at 
UTS Business School brought together 
researchers from the business and 
law faculties to discuss transparency 
in supply chains and the challenges in 
adopting ethical and responsible supply 
networks. On the panel were Professor 
of Management Emmanuel Josserand, 
who has helped establish the Sustainable 
Supply Network Initiative (SSNI) at UTS; 
lawyer, consultant and PhD candidate 
with the Faculty of Law Brynn O’Brien; 
Research Fellow in Marketing Paul 
Burke; Associate Professor Sarah Kaine, 
whose interest is labour standards in 
supply chains; and Martijn Boersma, 
a researcher in corporate governance. 
The event explored how responsible 
supply chains could be established 
through a greater transparency around 
the relationships that constitute the 
global economy; a change in mindset 
around corporate responsibility for 
human rights rather than compliance; 
and global regulation. The SSNI will 
promote problem solving and provide 
linkages across UTS and between 
academia and other sectors in order to 
further our understanding of how ethical 
and responsible management in supply 
networks can progress sustainability.

OUR CITIZENSHIP 
Affecting Change
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Senior Lecturer Jane Wangmann’s 
submission addressed the proposal 
for a dedicated redress scheme 
funded by all levels of government and 
with specific contributions from the 
responsible institutions. She considered 
that the scheme should provide redress 
for all harms suffered by children 
in institutional settings and not be 
limited to only providing compensation 
for sexual abuse; something that 
survivor groups have also called for. 

Following submissions received 
from more than 250 individuals and 
institutions, the Commission released 
its Redress and Civil Litigation Report 
in September 2015 which makes 
significant recommendations for a 
national redress scheme and statutory 
reforms regarding civil litigation.

High Resolves summit

In 2015 UTS hosted this annual leadership 
summit designed to reinforce learnings 
from High Resolves’ Global Leadership 
Program. The aim of this not-for-
profit organisation is for high school 
students to develop the mindset, ‘I am 
a global leader: I will inspire others to 
act in the long-term, collective interest 
of humanity.’ Funded by the Student 
Services Unit (SSU) this year, 254 high 
school students from across Sydney were 
tasked with putting forward a proposal 
for a pilot program designed to alleviate 
poverty in Vanuatu. They were provided 
with background information on Vanuatu, 
Oxfam and the different programs that 
could be implemented based on ending 
hunger, promoting gender equality or 
increasing access to education. Students 
then had to prepare a pitch for Oxfam 
Australia on how programs within their 
chosen focus area would meet their 
needs as gender officers, youth officers, 
or government and civil society officers. 
UTS’s involvement with the summit was 
driven by Vice-Chancellor Attila Brungs.

Submission to Royal 
Commission into Institutional 
Responses to Child Sexual 
Abuse

The Australian Royal Commission 
into Institutional Responses to Child 
Sexual Abuse has revealed the extent 
of historical sexual abuse of children 
in many institutional settings, as 
well as the systemic failure of those 
institutions to recognise and deal with 
abusers. In response to the release 
of the Commission’s consultation 
paper on redress and civil litigation 
in January 2015, a group of UTS 
law academics came together to 
formulate a response to the issues. 

Lecturer Allison Silink and Senior 
Lecturer Pam Stewart’s submission on 
civil litigation made recommendations for 
law reform in all Australian states and 
territories that would remove obstacles 
to the recovery of compensation through 
the courts. Suggestions for reform 
included the removal of limitation 
periods in cases of child sexual abuse; 
reforms to the law of vicarious liability 
to make institutions liable for child 
sexual abuse by persons connected to 
the institution; and the imposition of a 
statutory duty of care on institutions. 

High Resolves students engaged in the Oxfam 
leadership challenge. Photo by David Huang
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Building a Culture of Safety and Respect

Ethical bystander film still

UTS’s Access & Inclusion Plan was 
redeveloped in 2015 to take the concept 
of inclusion beyond the making of 
accommodations for people with 
disability. This new Plan is a progressive 
departure from previous plans at 
UTS – and disability action plans 
more widely – reflected namely in the 
inclusive language of the Plan itself. It 
portrays all people as having various 
abilities rather than singling out one 
group as requiring special assistance. 
The term ‘people with disability’ has 
been replaced with ‘people of diverse 
abilities’ in acknowledgement of the 
differences inherent in all. The Plan aims 
to enhance UTS’s culture of acceptance 
and the value we place on diversity, and 
recognises the skills and abilities of all 
members of the university community. 

E&DU, in collaboration with SSU, 
developed a short film for the UTS 
Housing community on being an active 
and ethical bystander. The film sits within 
an overarching program that includes a 
two-day sex and ethics training session 
with residential leaders; training on what 
an ‘ethical bystander’ is; how to assess 
for one’s safety before intervening; and 
assisting students to identify their own 
capabilities through skill development. 
The short film, used to accompany the 
ethical bystander training session, is 
based on similar American university 
campaigns created to address their 
high numbers of sexual harassment 
and sexual violence incidents that take 
place on campus. The ethical bystander 
workshops are now being offered to 
student groups, with a ‘train the trainer’ 
module under development for 2016.
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The Racism Stops at UTS campaign 
had its official launch this year as part 
of Harmony Week. An ongoing project 
aimed at building a safe, inclusive and 
diverse campus through constructive, 
respectful anti-racist actions, the launch 
was an opportunity for Vice-Chancellor 
Attila Brungs to remind staff and 
students about UTS’s position as one 
of the most culturally diverse university 
campuses in Australia: “Cultural diversity 
is central to our identity as a dynamic 
and cosmopolitan university, and a core 
aspect of our commitment to social 
justice and equity. 48% of UTS’s student 
body were born overseas, with more 
than 100 different ethnic and cultural 
backgrounds represented”. UTS student 
Rahaf Ahmed led the event, with CEO of 
Multicultural NSW Hakan Harman also in 
attendance. The campaign aims to help 
people become active bystanders against 
racism by giving practical information 
about how they can respond safely and 
stand up to racism on a personal level. 

In 2015 the UTS Ally Program continued 
to grow and strengthen the University’s 
commitment to fostering an inclusive, 
diverse and safe environment for UTS’s 
LGBTIQ community. The UTS Ally 
Program seeks to raise awareness 
of issues related to sexuality, gender 
and bodily diversity through supporting 
the rights of all students and staff. 
18 staff members joined the UTS Ally 
Program in 2015. With 26 October 
marking Intersex Awareness Day, E&DU 
invited Morgan Carpenter (Co-Chair 
of Organisation Intersex International 
Australia) to talk about the key health, 
cultural and human rights issues that 
shape intersex people and their bodies. 
2016 will see the commencement of a 
new awareness training session titled 
Breaking the Binary: Sexuality, Gender 
and Bodily Diversity, which aims to 
unpack biological sex, gender identity, 
gender expression and sexuality and 
explore the gender binary and gender 
diversity in a university context.

The Batyr program is a campus-wide 
strategy that engages and works with 
students around mental health, and 
specifically on reducing stigma around 
mental health issues. The aim is to 
provide students with an opportunity 
to hear stories from young people with 
lived-experiences of mental ill-health, 
and develop tools on how to seek help 
and provide support to others. Activities 
and workshops were developed and 
implemented by Batyr for a range of 
events such as Orientation, Mind Body 
Soul Day, the Careers Fair, RUOK Day, 
the Australian University Games, and 
University Mental Health and Wellbeing 
Day. Overall the program reached 5488 
students and staff in 2015 through its 
engagement initiatives and events. 25 
face-to-face Batyr@Uni programs were 
carried out with a total attendance 
of 1877 students and staff. 83% of 
students surveyed found the programs 
engaging or very engaging, and 71% 
said they would be more likely to seek 
help after hearing the presentation.

Photo by Encapture Photography
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UTS Shopfront

Founded in 1996, UTS Shopfront 
began as a small but ambitious cross-
disciplinary initiative, providing a pro bono 
service partnering community-based 
organisations with the skills and expertise 
of students and academics within UTS. 

In 2015 UTS Shopfront was awarded 
second place for the prestigious 
MacJannet Prize for Global Citizenship. 
The prize is awarded annually by the 
Talloires Network, an association of over 
320 universities worldwide committed to 
strengthening community engagement 
and social responsiveness in higher 
education, and recognises exceptional 
student community engagement 
initiatives and collaborative partnerships. 

Shopfront’s current model of both 
multidisciplinary curricular and extra-
curricular community engagement 
is unique in Australia. The selection 
committee were impressed with the 
program’s sustained commitment 
to social justice and the opportunity 
for students to experience unique 
collaborative learning as well as gain 
important skills in leadership, team work, 
critical thinking and problem solving.

See page 51 for more on how Shopfront 
students work collaboratively 
on community projects.

Shopfront’s Pauline O’Loughlin accepting the 
MacJannet Award from Amy Newcomb Rowe, 
Talloires Network Program Manager

Harmony Week / Community 
Connections 

ActivateUTS and UTS International’s 
Community Connections co-delivered 
social justice programs aimed specifically 
at the international student community. 
The largest of these was Harmony 
Week, held in conjunction with City of 
Sydney. The week kicked off with the 
Racism Stops at UTS breakfast and a 
clear focus on the inclusive community 
we strive for at UTS. Home Grown 
was a knowledge-sharing event about 
Australia’s Indigenous peoples, with 
traditional owners performing as part 
of a Smoking Ceremony. The highlight 
of the week was Sweet Patchworks, a 
pot-luck afternoon tea held on the Goods 
Line, where students showcased their 
talents and shared food with members 
of the wider Sydney community. Other 
events throughout the week included 
Learn a Language in 5 Minutes, World 
Fiesta (an evening of dinner, dress up, 
cultural performances, Latin dancing and 
prizes) and a visit to a range of city-based 
charities who support disadvantaged 
youth. Other collaborative events run by 
ActivateUTS and Community Connections 
in 2015 enabled international students 
to work on community-based projects to 
interact with locals, learn about Australian 
culture and experience different parts 
of Sydney. These events included Clean 
up Australia Day and Plant a Tree Day.

18
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Residential Carnival’s cooking competition

Japanese cultural evening

UTS Housing Service

With over 1140 student from various 
backgrounds and origins, an important 
driver behind UTS Housing Service 
events and initiatives is to raise cultural 
awareness and build a strong community 
feel amongst its residents. During each 
semester, UTS Housing’s Academic and 
Learning Officer teams up with residents 
to hold the always-popular cultural 
evenings based on the various countries 
of origin within their community. In 2015, 
Chinese, Latin America, Japanese, Indian 
and Pakistani cultural evenings were 
hosted, allowing residents to experience 
new cuisines, understand traditions and 
learn a few words in a new language. 
An Indigenous Australian workshop and 
regular Australian language and culture 
sessions were also held throughout the 
year. These sessions are successful with 
overseas students who are keen to learn 
more about Australian customs, traditions 
and history. UTS Housing’s annual 
Residential Carnival celebrates diversity 
and culture through its festival of colours, 
flavours and student performances. This 
year’s event was attended by up to 400 
residents on the Goods Line and remains 
a highlight on the UTS Housing calendar 
with its competitive cooking competition, 
with the winning homemade dish selected 
by Deputy Vice Chancellor (Education and 
Students) Professor Shirley Alexander.

OUR CITIZENSHIP 
Building Community
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►  OUR PERFORMANCE IN GLOBAL 
UNIVERSITY RANKINGS relevant to
UTS’s profile, age and aspirations, 
continues to rise and awareness 
of UTS in Asia, North America and 
Europe is increased

►  OUR ALUMNI ARE STRONG 
ADVOCATES for, and active 
contributors to, our reputation
with industry and our ongoing 
development

►  UTS IS A SECTOR LEADER 
in leveraging the opportunities 
of the 'Asian Century'

►   SOCIAL JUSTICE AND 
INCLUSIVENESS is explicit in our 
curriculum, policies, strategies and
plans and in our culture, beliefs, 
values and ways of working

►   ABORIGINAL AND TORRES
STRAIT ISLANDER peoples 
participate in education 
and employment across 
UTS at rates reflecting, at 
least, population parity and 
experience achievement 
comparable to their non-
Indigenous peers

►  OUR KEY TECHNOLOGY 
PARTNERSHIPS and other
international relationships 
are successful against our 
stated goals and outcomes

►  WE ARE WIDELY REGARDED
as being excellent to do 
business with

UTS’s philosophical approach to 
Indigenous education is that it is not 
just delivered by and for Indigenous 
people, but is delivered by and for 
all Australians and, as such, plays a 
significant role in nation building. 

For Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people, it’s about having equal 
opportunity to access education and 
achieve academic excellence. For non-
Indigenous Australians, it’s learning 
about the most ancient element of our 
national heritage, while at the same time 
gaining a professional capacity to work in 
partnership with Indigenous Australians.

Central to the UTS approach is the 
Indigenous Education and Employment 
Policy (IEEP). This policy aims to align 
our Indigenous activities with national 
Indigenous higher education priorities, 
as well as international principles 
relating to Indigenous peoples. 

UTS has a long-term goal of achieving 
population parity in relation to Indigenous 
participation. Demonstrating leadership 
in the sector, UTS embarked on a new 
approach to achieve this significant goal 
through the securement of a 58-bed 
accommodation facility entirely dedicated 
to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
students. In addition, UTS will underwrite 
the cost of accommodation and provide a 
living to those students who are ineligible 
for financial assistance via Abstudy.

Jumbunna Indigenous House of 
Learning (Jumbunna) play a significant 
role in advancing Indigenous education 
at UTS and is pivotal to the success 
of the IEEP. Jumbunna’s role in the 
University is continuing to evolve, 
being not only responsible for student-
related activities, but also providing 
advocacy, engagement and research. 

We will know we have grown our national 
and international reputation when:

Indigenous Engagement
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Jumbunna’s schools engagement 
program continues to afford Indigenous 
students access to many on-campus 
activities and help build a sense of 
belonging and community at UTS. 
The flagship Nanga Mai and Galuwa 
programs attract participants 
from all parts of Australia and is 
a key driver in building aspiration 
in Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander high school students. 

Building Educational Aspiration and Attainment
Jumbunna collaborated with Sydney 
TAFE to provide a pathway to the 
newly-developed Bachelor of Business 
Administration (BBA) program. The 
BBA is designed for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander professionals 
wishing to gain a degree qualification 
and maximise their career options. 

The schools engagement project extended 
its reach though the development of 
more on-campus experiences for high 
school students. Each of the initiatives 
contributes to building overall awareness 
and motivation for Indigenous students to 
consider higher education as a real option 
for their future. Overall, the outreach 
project achieved approximately 1914 face-
to-face contacts with Indigenous primary 
and secondary school students in 2015.

INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT 
Building Educational Aspiration and Attainment

Program objectives: 
 > Build aspirations of young Indigenous 
students from the Sydney region and 
regional NSW and the ACT 

 > Achieve Indigenous undergraduate and 
postgraduate student enrolment rates 
that are reflective of state population 
parity

 > Meet the needs of regional and western 
Sydney schools by providing longer 
residential on-campus experiences.

Over 30 high schools were engaged 
in school presentations and 15 career 
markets across the state, attended 
by Jumbunna staff and student 
representatives. As a priority, Jumbunna 
has established strong relationships 
with key feeder schools and community 
organisations to promote UTS and the 
Jumbunna Pathways program (a testing, 
assessment and interview process). 

Jumbunna also hosted an Australian 
Indigenous Education Fund student 
forum, which saw over 70 high-
achieving Indigenous students on 
scholarship to boarding schools in 
NSW and Victoria in attendance. 

Photo by Anna Zhu
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INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT 
Building Educational Aspiration and Attainment

Nanga Mai

Nanga Mai, meaning ‘to dream’ in 
Gadigal language, has been specifically 
developed to give Indigenous high 
school students in Years 7-12 from 
across NSW a taste of what life is like 
at UTS, and to allow them to dream big 
about their future. Students can enrol 
in two different lecture/workshops 
in a faculty of their choice, meet 
current Indigenous students and gain 
information about getting into university.

The one-day on-campus experience 
program continues to grow in popularity, 
up from 150 participants in 2014 to 
163 in 2015. The achievement and 
success of this program is evidenced 
through a post event survey of 
student and teacher participants. 

In 2015, 75 students (46%) completed a 
survey about their Nanga Mai experience: 

 > 84% of students agreed the program 
helped them understand what 
university was really like. 

 > 87% of participants agreed Nanga Mai 
was a fantastic opportunity to learn 
about what degrees are offered at UTS

Teachers play a major role in providing 
guidance and motivation in relation to 
career/study aspirations. 75% indicated 
they feel more comfortable advising their 
students to consider university study. 

“I had a very disengaged student who 
did not want to return to Year 11. But 
after being exposed to the various 
career options after university, she 
now wants to be a midwife to help 
Indigenous mothers and their babies.” 
Career Advisor, south west Sydney high school
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Galuwa 

The success of the flagship Galuwa 
Engineering and IT Experience over the 
past three years provided an opportunity 
for Jumbunna to successfully partner 
with a further three faculties in 2015 to 
develop enrichment programs in the 
discipline areas of Animation and Visual 
Communication, Health and Science. 
All students are housed at the National 
Centre for Indigenous Excellence during 
their participation in the program. 

Galuwa: Engineering and IT Experience 

In 2015, 27 students from across NSW 
and Queensland participated in the 
program. Students undertook a range of 
workshops across the engineering and 
information technology disciplines over 
five days, as well as industry and site visits. 

Pre and post surveys were 
conducted to identify changes in 
attitude towards tertiary study:

 > 96% of respondents agreed the 
program had motivated them to 
consider careers that need a university 
degree

 > 81% of respondents knew what 
course they’d like to study at university 
compared to 4% at the commencement 
of the program

 > Approximately 67% of students 
indicated an interest in studying 
engineering at UTS 

“Just wanted to say thank you for 
the opportunity given to my son 
last week. He absolutely loved 
his experience, so much so that 
he cried when he came back. He 
is very keen to go to university at 
UTS next year if he gets the marks 
needed for Civil Engineering.”
Parent of a high school student from Moree who 
attended the Galuwa Engineering program
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Galuwa: Science Experience 

14 high school students from across 
NSW in Years 9-11 participated in the 
inaugural three-day Galuwa: Science 
experience. Science workshops 
included Forensics, Traditional 
Chinese Medicine, Microbiology, 
Environmental Science and Biology. 
Feedback surveys found forensics to 
be the most popular, with all students 
indicating an interest in undertaking 
forensics studies at university. Many 
respondents felt the program should be 
lengthened to include more workshops, 
a suggestion that will be considered 
for future deliveries of the program. 

Galuwa: Health Experience

It was also the inaugural year for Galuwa: 
Health. The program was very well 
received, with 17 Indigenous students 
from high schools across NSW in Years 
9-11 admitted to participate. Students 
undertook a range of workshops across 
the health sciences, nursing and 
midwifery disciplines over five days. 

Program satisfaction overall was very 
high. 88% of students agreed they would 
recommend the experience to their 
friends or family, and 65% said they 
intended to study a health-related degree 
at UTS. All students agreed Galuwa: 
Health had motivated them to work 
harder and focus more on their studies.

Galuwa: Animation and Visual 
Communication Experience

In recognition of the need to support an 
Indigenous perspective in Australian 
design disciplines by expanding and 
facilitating access and participation 
of Indigenous students across all 
its disciplines, UTS’s School of 
Design piloted the Galuwa Design 
Experience in December 2015. 

The pilot was a five day on-campus 
experience with 17 high school 
participants. Activities included 
hands-on design, animation and 
visual storytelling workshops, industry 
and student speakers, a campus 
tour and information sessions on 
university pathways and courses. 

Students had the choice to participate 
in four workshops based around the 
Visual Communication and Animation 
disciplines: Digital Animation and Sound, 
Stop Motion Animation and a Comic/
Zine workshop. The students could 
choose to stay in one workshop or to 
move between workshops. With studio 
a core teaching model in design, the 
aims of the workshops were to give 
students hands-on design skills in a 
studio setting, to complete a creative 
work they could be proud of, and to 
provide a platform for their voices. In 
post survey results, 94% of participating 
students agreed the program had been 
beneficial overall, and that they would 
recommend it to other students.
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Author Anita Heiss leading a creative writing 
workshop. Photo by David Lawrey

UTS ART

Art is a medium for us to share stories, 
make connections and build confidence 
in our own creativity. In October the 
UTS Gallery launched The Art of 
Storytelling, a new education initiative. 
196 school students from Years 3-10 
participated in the Art of Storytelling 
workshops, developed in consultation 
with Jumbunna and Sydney Story Factory 
as well as contemporary Indigenous 
artists, designers and writers. 

Key artworks by Indigenous and non-
Indigenous artists from the UTS ART 
Collection were hung in the UTS Gallery, 
showcasing diverse contemporary art 
practices and perspectives connecting 
with the theme of storytelling. The 
accompanying workshop series had 
primary and high school students 
engaged in hands-on activities in art-
making, writing and creating their own 
responsive artworks. The sessions 
allowed students to explore new ideas 
and shift their perceptions of Aboriginal 
art. The workshops also emphasised the 
importance of sharing cultural knowledge 
and challenged preconceptions 
about history, identity and country. 

Among the participating artists, Sydney 
painter, photographer, cartoonist and 
didgeridoo performer Blak Douglas 
(aka Adam Hill) presented an interactive 
audio drawing workshop with Indigenous 
students and teachers from the Chapel 
School, a high school in Merrylands 
that responds to the needs, interests 
and talents of young people who have 
been disconnected from mainstream 
education. Postgraduate researcher in 
the Faculty of Design, Architecture and 
Building Daniele Hromek shared her 
experience in art and design practice 
with senior students from Kirrawee 
High School, creating a site-responsive 
spatial mapping activity and providing 
examples of sensory and conceptual 
maps. Author Anita Heiss led a 
successful creative writing workshop 
for Year 6 students from Darlington 
Public School, teaching students how 
to create their own characters.
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Meeting Adam Goodes at Sydney Festival. Photo supplied by Jumbunna 

Overall headcount in undergraduate, 
postgraduate, higher degree by research 
and enabling programs has increased 
by 12% from 2011 to 2015, largely due 
to increases in Indigenous student 
participation in supportive enabling 
programs such as Unistart. However, the 
participation rate has remained constant 
at about 1% as overall UTS headcount 
and participation rates have increased.

U@Uni Summer School 

Jumbunna, in collaboration with 
the University’s Equity and Diversity 
Unit, played host to 12 rural/regional 
Indigenous students from across NSW. 
Students travelled from towns such as 
Cootamundra, Forbes and Bourke for the 
14-day on-campus residential program to 
experience workshops in health, science, 
engineering and information technology, 
media production, design and business. 

With support from Jumbunna and 
volunteer UTS staff, students were able 
to explore Sydney and city life. This 
was the first time UTS has welcomed 
students from regional areas to attend 
the U@Uni Summer School program. 

Increasing enrolment of 
Indigenous students 

Positive indications about the impact of 
Jumbunna Recruitment and Outreach 
activities are supported by increases 
in applications to UTS and subsequent 
commencements of Indigenous students.

In 2015, UTS received 163 UAC first 
preferences for a 2016 intake. This 
represents a more than fourfold increase 
from the 39 UAC first preferences to 
UTS by Indigenous students in 2011.

Commencements of Indigenous 
students at UTS have nearly doubled 
in the past four years, from 85 in 
2011 to 145 in 2015. From 2014 alone 
there has been a 32% increase.
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PROFILE  
Jessica Cox 

UTS Bachelor of Communication 
(Digital and Social Media)

Before Jessica Cox was awarded the 
Jumbunna INSEARCH Scholarship 
she was working with Jumbunna 
as an Administration Assistant. 

“I always thought I would enjoy university, 
but it wasn’t something that I thought 
was an option for me” says Cox. 

After a rigorous assessment 
process that included an interview 
with Jumbunna and faculty 
representatives, Cox was offered a 
scholarship to study a UTS: INSEARCH 
Diploma of Communication.

“There aren’t that many scholarships 
available so it was amazing that 
they believed I could study at 
UTS and do well in my course. It 
really boosted my confidence.

“The small class sizes also make 
it easier to make friends. When I 
came here for my first semester I 
didn’t know anyone and I was really 
nervous. My advice to new students 
would be to try and talk to the people 
in your class; they’re not as scary 
as they seem in the first week.”

After completing the diploma, Jessica 
accepted a place in the second year 
of a UTS communication degree. 

Jumbunna Pathways Program

The Pathways Program is an alternative 
testing scheme to assist Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people gain 
entry to UTS. It offers prospective 
undergraduate students an opportunity 
to demonstrate their capability for higher 
education via a testing, assessment 
and interview process. Selection is also 
based on factors including previous 
life, education and work experience. 
It also provides these prospective 
students with knowledge about UTS 
facilities and support services.

Over three days in November and 
December, 96 students took part in 
workshops, undertaking an academic 
communication test, a faculty-based 
test, a library task and group work 
involving a public speaking presentation. 

Feedback about the workshops was 
obtained through a post program 
survey completed by 25 participating 
students. All survey respondents 
agreed the Jumbunna Pathways 
Program workshop was informative, 
and 96% agreed the workshop had 
prepared them for study at UTS.

In the 2016 round of Testing and 
Assessment (conducted at the end of 
2015), Jumbunna focused on increased 
placement of students in preparatory 
and enabling programs (UTS: INSEARCH 
and UNISTART respectively) as a 
strategy to increase success, retention 
and completion rates. After the 
testing and assessment process, 83 
students were offered a place in either 
undergraduate studies, UTS: INSEARCH 
or the Jumbunna Unistart program.

UTS: INSEARCH 

Jumbunna works closely with UTS: 
INSEARCH to identify applicants 
for their Indigenous Scholarship 
Program, providing Indigenous 
students with a pathway to UTS 
study through INSEARCH’s diploma 
programs. The scholarship is worth 
up to $30 000 per student.

The development of the UTS: INSEARCH 
Scholarship Program has strengthened 
Jumbunna’s ability to provide greater 
opportunities to those students less 
fortunate in securing a place in an 
undergraduate degree at UTS. At the 
end of 2015, four scholarship holders 
completed the program and will progress 
to degree studies at UTS in 2016.
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PROFILE  
Reece Griffiths, UTS Bachelor of 
Sport and Exercise Management

Completed UNISTART in 2015

University was never on the cards 
for Gunnedah-born Reece Griffiths. 

Griffiths first heard about UNISTART 
at a time when he was asking 
questions about what he wanted 
from life and how he could secure 
himself a brighter future. 

“UNISTART is a great way to find 
your feet and really understand 
what university is all about. The 
Jumbunna staff were always there 
for me. From financial support to 
essays, without them I wouldn’t 
have finished the program.

“I’ve learnt how to write correctly 
and my research, communication 
and problem-solving skills have 
increased dramatically. I’ve also 
become more open-minded; I guess 
you could say I’ve matured from a 
man with teenager ways to a man 
with big plans for my future.”

Griffiths hopes to develop programs that 
support struggling Australian children 
and young adults to gain an education 
and improve their own lives and credits 
UNISTART for helping him realise this 
long-term goal. “It’s been a beneficial 
program in all aspects of my life.” 

Indigenous Tutorial 
Assistance Scheme (ITAS)

Along with Jumbunna ASSIST, ITAS is 
viewed as a key mechanism for increasing 
Indigenous undergraduate success and 
completion rates at UTS. ITAS aims to 
accelerate and improve the educational 
outcomes of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander tertiary students by offering them 
the opportunity to apply for federally-
funded supplementary tuition, either 
one-to-one or in small group. A total of 
1546 tuition hours were delivered to 59 
students in 2015 across nine disciplines.

UNISTART

The 12-month Jumbunna UNISTART 
Program provides an entry pathway to 
university study for Indigenous students 
who demonstrate the potential for 
academic success. In its third year of 
operation in 2015, 25 students were 
enrolled, with a retention rate of 80%. 
These students engaged in faculty-
based subjects while building up their 
academic literacy and numeracy skills 
and knowledge through Jumbunna-
delivered classes and tutoring sessions. 

Upon successful completion of the 
program, students can enter a UTS 
undergraduate course of their choice 
and earn up to half a year of credit (24 
points) towards their degree. At the 
end of 2015, 14 UNISTART students 
successfully gained entry into UTS and 
are expected to commence study in 2016.

INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT 
Retention and Success

Academic, learning and cultural 
support for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander students continues throughout 
their studies. This includes assisting 
students through the challenges of 
their first year via targeted first year 
programs, or encouraging them to 
return for higher degree study. 

Jumbunna ASSIST

Jumbunna acknowledges that 
Indigenous undergraduate students 
of Jumbunna Pathways Program 
embark on university study with 
different educational experiences from 
mainstream or traditional students. 

Jumbunna ASSIST is a strengths-based 
and relational supplementary tuition 
program provided to these pathway 
students. The program seeks to foster 
a learning community that allows for 
peer-to-peer learning assistance as well 
as assistance provided by academic staff.

Over 698 occasions of tuition was 
supplied to pathway students, 
equating to approximately 2700 hours 
of additional tuition on top of those 
students who accessed the Indigenous 
Tutorial Assistance Scheme. 
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From embedding Indigenous graduate 
attributes and learning outcomes 
across faculties, to Jumbunna 
Research Unit using its research to 
provide strategic advocacy to support 
Indigenous communities throughout 
Australia, Jumbunna is committed 
to nurturing the next generation of 
Indigenous thinkers and leaders 
while also affecting wider change.

Teaching and Research

Teaching

Bachelor of Business Administration 

In February 2015 the new Frank Gehry-
designed Dr Chau Chak Wing Building 
became the home base for the first 
group of students starting the new 
Bachelor of Business Administration, 
designed specifically for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander professionals.

The group of 14 students came from all 
over Australia, with diverse business 
experiences ranging from government 
organisations to the mining industry.

Aimed at Indigenous professionals 
who want to add a qualification 
to their CV and move into senior 
positions, the Bachelor of Business 
Administration is taught in residential 
mode to give students the flexibility of 
studying while continuing to work.

Amy Rust is an executive assistant in 
the government sector and travels 
from Adelaide for the program. “I’ve 
been in that role for eight years and 
reached a point where I knew I could 
be an executive assistant forever or I 
could get a degree and advance my 
career. I chose to go for a degree.”

INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT
Teaching and Research

Photo by Anna Zhu

Students attend classes at UTS for 
three six-day blocks per semester. 
The program, equivalent to three 
years full-time study, covers the core 
functions of management and business 
administration and gives students 
the opportunity to learn how a multi-
disciplinary perspective can be used to 
address economic, financial and social 
issues in a global business environment.

Michael Ingrey is based in Sydney and 
runs community programs through 
the local Land Council. “I enrolled in 
the degree not only to upskill, but to 
bring skills to my community especially 
in relation to Indigenous start-ups. 
As soon as I was in the classroom I 
felt really comfortable. We’re already 
learning from each other; it’s like we’ve 
all known each other for a while.” 

Kumanjii Hill from Western Australia 
has years of experience on major 
infrastructure projects but is now seeking 
to step up into a senior position. “I have 
the experience, but I don’t have the piece 
of paper. I wish I had the opportunity to 
do this sort of program 10 years ago.” 
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Centre launch, left to right: Gavin Stanbrook, Professor Susan Page, 
Professor Michelle Trudgett, Professor Peter Booth, Professor Mary 
Spongberg and Associate Professor Gawaian Bodkin-Andrews 
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Centre for the Advancement of 
Indigenous Knowledges (CAIK)

Develop Indigenous competency 
amongst its students by striving to 
create an environment in which all UTS 
students have the opportunity to gain 
knowledge of Indigenous Australians

UTS Indigenous Education Strategy 2015-2018

Three renowned Indigenous education 
scholars were appointed in 2015 to lead 
the development and implementation 
of Indigenous graduate attributes (IGA) 
and learning outcomes across UTS 
and UTS:INSEARCH in partnership 
with faculties over a four-year period. 

Housed in the UTS’s School of Education, 
CAIK will ensure all UTS graduates have 
Indigenous professional competency as 
appropriate to their profession. More 
broadly, attainment of IGAs will also 
equip graduates with knowledge, skills 
and sensitivities relevant to working 
within an increasingly global context.

In 2015 CAIK staff developed a 
comprehensive strategic implementation 
plan to guide the roll-out of the IGA. 
After a wide consultation, nine formal 
presentations were made by the team 
both internal and external to the 

University, including a well-received 
presentation to a national Indigenous 
Content in Education symposium. 

Over the next three years CAIK will 
work with university staff and faculties 
to build on the work already being 
done in Indigenous curriculum. 

The CAIK team

Centre Director Professor Michelle Trudgett 
is an Indigenous scholar from the Wiradjuri 
Nation in New South Wales and was the 
former Head of Warawara – Department of 
Indigenous Studies at Macquarie University. 
She has an international reputation as 
a leading Indigenous Australian scholar 
whose research provides insight into 
Indigenous participation in higher education, 
with a focus on postgraduate studies.

Professor Susan Page was the Director 
of Macquarie University’s Warawara 
from 2008-2012 and was also its Director 
of Learning and Teaching. Page is an 
Aboriginal academic whose research 
focuses on Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples’ experience of learning and 
work in higher education. She is currently 
Deputy Chair of the National Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Higher Education 
Consortium (Aboriginal Corporation). 

Associate Professor Gawaian Bodkin-
Andrews, of the D’harawal nation, has 
managed and led numerous research 
grants capturing Indigenous Australian 
perspectives in education, mental health, 
identity, traditional knowledge, racism 
and bullying. His projects have led to the 
development of research designs and 
the application of advanced quantitative 
methodologies, while also capturing voices 
and personal stories in qualitative inquiries. 

Centre Administrator Gavin Stanbrook is a 
descendant of the Gumbaynggirr Nation 
and the Yuin Nation, both of New South 
Wales. Passionate about the discipline 
of Indigenous studies, his professional 
background stems from working in state 
and federal government departments, the 
Queensland University of Technology, and 
most recently, Macquarie University.
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Social and Cultural Resilience and 
Emotional Wellbeing of Aboriginal Mothers 
in Prison – Elizabeth Sullivan, Sacha 
Kendall, Stacey Lighton, Reem Zeki

As Aboriginal women are the main 
carers and providers in their extended 
families, promoting culturally safe 
policy and practice for Aboriginal 
women is central to addressing the 
healthcare needs and increasing 
imprisonment rates of Aboriginal 
women and young people in Australia.

Undertaken with a National Health 
and Medical Research Council Project 
Grant, the purpose of this project is 
to investigate the health, social and 
emotional wellbeing and resilience of 
Aboriginal mothers in contact with the 
criminal justice system in order to inform 
culturally safe policy and practice for 
Aboriginal women and their children. 

This involves describing the health of 
Aboriginal women in prison with a focus 
on social and emotional wellbeing; 
investigating the equity of access to 
culturally safe health care in prisons; 
identifying the key attributes of culturally 
safe models of health care; and 
identifying pathways for the transition 
of culturally safe health care into the 
community so that health gains are 
maximised on release from prison. 

The project aims to achieve these 
outcomes by working collaboratively 
with Aboriginal researchers, Aboriginal 
community-controlled health services 
and other community organisations, 
as well as justice health and 
corrective services stakeholders. 

Following extensive Aboriginal community 
and stakeholder consultation, one of the 
most significant outcomes of this project 
has been the formation of Aboriginal 
community and stakeholder advisory 
groups in each of the research sites 
(NSW and WA), recognising the value of 
collaborative approaches and the vital role 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
worldviews and expertise in research. 

Working collaboratively with the 
advisory groups has resulted in papers 
about the importance of listening to 
Aboriginal communities for producing 
meaningful research outputs. A 
community and stakeholder newsletter 
is produced in addition to dissemination 
in academic journals and conference 
presentations in Corrections, Justice 
Health and Indigenous health forums.

UTS Library

UTS Library seeks ways to develop 
specialised services and resources in 
alignment with the UTS Indigenous 
Education Strategy. In 2015, Information 
Services Librarians and Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Data Archive staff 
delivered a series of workshops for 
Jumbunna. Academics and research 
students developed skills in literature 
searching, EndNote, data management, 
research impact, bibliometrics and 
developing their researcher profiles. This 
successful program was highly valued by 
students and will be expanded in 2016. 

UTS ePRESS launched an additional 
student journal, NEW: Emerging scholars 
in Australian Indigenous Studies, which 
provides a platform for publishing 
undergraduate scholarship while 
raising awareness of Indigenous 
issues for students of both Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous backgrounds.

INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT
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Artwork commissioned by an Indigenous 
mother in prison in WA
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Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

A political history of Aboriginal land rights in 
New South Wales – Heidi Norman 

Research Excellence through Collaboration 
joint awardee in the 2015 Vice Chancellor's 
Awards for Research Excellence 

The project upon which this award 
is based ran from 2010 to 2015 and 
constitutes a major contribution to 
Indigenous studies in Australia. 

In 2015 Associate Professor Heidi 
Norman published the book ‘What do 
we want?’ A political history of Aboriginal 
land rights in New South Wales with 
Australia’s most prestigious publisher of 
Indigenous studies research, Aboriginal 
Studies Press. The book is a major 
contribution to Indigenous political 
history, and the result of collaboration 
with external community partners and 
senior researchers from a variety of fields. 

The question of Indigenous citizenship 
remains one of the most pressing political 
issues for Australia. Starting in 2010, 
Norman, a descendant of the Gomeroi 
people of north-western NSW, developed 
and led an Australian Research Council 
discovery project, ‘Political history of 
the New South Wales Aboriginal Land 
Rights Act, 1983 (2010-2012)’. The project 
provided detailed empirical evidence 
about the history of this legislation, the 
way it functioned in practice, and its 
importance for Indigenous Australians. 

The project was conceived from the 
beginning as a collaboration with 
the NSW Aboriginal Land Council 
(NSWALC). The Australian Institute of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Studies’ Guidelines for Ethical Research 
in Australian Indigenous Studies insist 
on the importance of participation, 
collaboration and partnership as key 
principles for conducting research with 
Indigenous Australians. Unfortunately, 
this has often not been the case, with 
many Indigenous Australian communities 
harbouring feelings of mistrust, 
animosity and resistance towards 
academic researchers using Indigenous 
Australians as resources without listening 
to the needs of those communities, 
and without giving anything back. 

Land rights march. Photo supplied 
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Norman provided important intellectual 
leadership for the project while also 
ensuring it represented a genuine 
collaboration with the NSWALC; 
distributing relevant findings to the 
organisation and using her expertise to 
contribute to their work. The collaborative 
relationship between Norman and 
the organisation is ongoing. In 2015 
Norman was invited to address the 
NSWALC’s annual conference on 
the future direction of land rights, 
one of the most important areas of 
Australian social and political justice. 
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Indigenous researcher awarded 
prestigious Fulbright Scholarship

UTS PhD candidate Dean Jarrett was 
awarded the 2015 Fulbright Indigenous 
Postgraduate Scholarship to advance 
his research on the socio-economic 
and cultural impacts of Indigenous 
entrepreneurship and social enterprise.

The scholarship recognises an Indigenous 
leader's commitment to achieving 
excellence, while seeking an international 
perspective and collaboration through 
their studies or research. It will support 
Jarrett, a proud Gumbaynggirr man, 
in researching supplier diversity and 
development within Native American 
communities in the United States. 

“What’s the link between business 
and broader socio-cultural impacts?” 
says Jarrett. “Have employment and 
educational levels improved because 
of Indigenous enterprise and social 
enterprise within specific Aboriginal 
communities? Are there flow-on 
effects in housing and health? I’m 
interested in the success of not just 
business, but of the community.”

Jarrett will explore similarities and 
differences between Aboriginal and 
Native American communities and what 
we can learn from them, especially 

when it comes to supply diversity 
(ensuring corporate and government 
supply chains reflect the diversity of the 
communities they serve). He will also 
contribute to the Harvard Project on 
American Indian Economic Development.

Jarrett’s supervisor and Director of the 
Master of Not-for-Profit and Social 
Enterprise at UTS Business School, 
Senior Lecturer Bronwen Dalton, 
feels Jarrett’s research will highlight 
the role corporate Australia can play 
in committing to supply diversity.

“Tens of thousands of Indigenous 
Australians are engaged in highly 
successful businesses,” says Dalton. 

“Theirs, like Dean’s, is a story of resilience, 
independence, entrepreneurialism 
and corporate partnership. It will be 
worthy to quantify this contribution.”

Jarrett, the first Wingara Indigenous intern 
at UTS Business School, is now a lecturer 
developing subjects that offer new 
perspectives on Indigenous economics.

“Aboriginal people have been trading 
for thousands of years. Trade and 
industry aren’t new to us. What is new 
is how we’re going to go about it in a 
contemporary, culturally safe way.”
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Jumbunna Research Unit undertake 
research and advocacy on legal 
and policy issues of importance to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people. Their mission: to promote 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
sovereignty and self-determination.

Fred Maynard

In 2015 Jumbunna Research Unit 
produced the short documentary film 
titled Fred Maynard – Aboriginal Patriot. 
Narrated by Fred’s grandson Professor 
John Maynard, this documentary 
focuses on the life of Fred Maynard 
who established the Australian 
Aboriginal Progressive Association 
(AAPA) in the 1920s, the first large 
scale Aboriginal rights movement. The 
film explores the exchange of ideas 
between Aboriginal people in Australia 
and around the world, as well as the 
important legacy of the AAPA. 

First Indigenous Chancellor’s 
Post Doctorate Fellow

Jumbunna Senior Researcher Amanda 
Porter was awarded the prestigious 
UTS Chancellors Post Doctoral Award 
to continue her work on policing and 
Aboriginal communities. This builds on 
her important work on night patrols. 
Porter is the first Indigenous person to 
be awarded this competitive fellowship. 

Larissa Behrendt with John Maynard. Photo supplied

ARC Nation Building Projects

This ongoing research work, led by 
Professor Larissa Behrendt and 
Senior Researcher Alison Vivian, 
looks at the principles underlying 
Nation Building amongst Aboriginal 
and American Native Nations and 
develops governance practices to 
empower Aboriginal communities 
in Australia. The research has been 
funded by the Australian Research 
Council, first as a Discovery Project, 
and in 2015 through a Linkage Grant. 

As part of this work, the project team 
won a tender to provide training 
to South Australian Aboriginal 
communities on Indigenous Nation 
(Re)Building and to SA Government 
bureaucrats on the importance of 
working with Aboriginal Nations. 

In 2015 an Inter-Nations Summit was held 
to provide a formal space for inter-nation 
dialogue on issues of mutual interest. 
The Gunditjmara People welcomed 
citizens from the Ngarrindjeri Nation in 
South Australia and Wiradjuri Nation in 
NSW, with observers and participants 
from eight other Aboriginal Nations 
across Queensland, Western Australia, 
the Northern Territory, Victoria and 
NSW to Lake Condah in south western 
Victoria. These summits are designed to 

build nation-to-nation relationships and 
share expertise in a ‘solutions’-focused 
environment. Summit presentations 
and workshops also provided an 
opportunity for sharing effective strategies 
and transferrable lessons for nation 
building and increasing the capacity of 
Indigenous nations’ governing bodies 
and decision making processes. 

The 2015 Inter-Nation Summit also 
provided the opportunity for participants 
to engage with inspirational North 
American Indigenous leaders Richard 
Luarkie (former Governor of the 
Pueblo Laguna Pueblo, a US based 
Native nation in New Mexico) and 
Angela Wesley (former Constitution 
Chair from Huu-ay-aht First Nation, 
a Canada-based Indigenous nation in 
British Columbia and Speaker of the 
Huu-ay-aht First Nation’s Legislature).
The international visitors discussed their 
respective nation’s experiences with 
crafting culturally specific constitutions, 
building governing institutions and 
motivating citizen engagement.
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Honouring a cultural mentor, 
leader and storyteller

Bangarra Dance Theatre’s Artistic 
Director Stephen Page received an 
Honorary Doctorate of Creative Arts 
from UTS Chancellor Professor 
Vicki Sara in May 2015. The 
award recognises his outstanding 
contribution to the performing arts 
and Indigenous culture in Australia.

Born in Brisbane, Page is a descendant 
of the Nunukul people and the Munaldjali 
clan of the Yugambeh Nation from 
South East Queensland. Since joining 
Bangarra as Artistic Director in 1991, the 
internationally acclaimed choreographer 
has led the company from strength to 
strength, forging deep relationships with 
numerous Indigenous families such as 
the Munyarryun, Yunupingu and Marika 
clans of North East Arnhem Land.

“Like UTS, I’m committed to nurturing 
the next generation of Indigenous 
artists and leaders,” says Page. “I’ve 
fostered a life-long love of learning 
and connecting people through 
storytelling and I hope I can inspire 
young Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders to strive for excellence too.”

Jumbunna’s Director Professor Michael 
McDaniel believes Page’s Honorary 
Doctorate and appointment to the UTS 
Vice Chancellors Indigenous Advisory 
Committee is fitting given his work 
bringing Australia’s cultures closer 
together and for his promotion of 
social justice, particularly among 
young Indigenous people.

“Stephen has maintained a strong 
commitment to Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander communities across 
the country and has actively engaged 
young people in dance as a way of 
discovering their culture and telling 
their stories. He is the primary mentor 
of Indigenous dance at an elite level 
and has fostered a new generation of 
Indigenous dancers and choreographers.”

Birdsong at Dusk

In September 2015 UTS Animation 
hosted a special concert featuring live 
performances by renowned Indigenous 
composer and didgeridoo virtuoso William 
Barton and vocalist Delmae Barton in 
collaboration with the UTS Ensemble 
in Residence, Australia Piano Quartet. 
Barton and the Quartet¹s collaboration 
created a powerful contemporary 
fusion that blended the rich musical 
traditions of Indigenous Australia 
with Europe’s classical music legacy. 
Barton’s performance evoked a spirit 
of country and communicated the sight, 
smell, sound and feel of the Australian 
landscape through voice and didgeridoo. 
The performance also featured 
collaborative performances of works by 
Barton’s mentor Peter Sculthorpe and 
Ross Edwards, reimagined for piano 
quartet and didgeridoo. Birdsong at 
Dusk was accompanied by specialised 
lighting by UTS Master of Design 
students and visuals produced by 
2nd year UTS Animation students 
after having spent months immersing 
themselves in Indigenous culture.
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UTS has a long-standing commitment 
to overcoming Indigenous disadvantage 
in employment and education.

To demonstrate this commitment, 
UTS has had an affirmative action 
employment strategy — the Wingara 
Indigenous Employment Strategy — in 
place since 1993. The Strategy has 
consistently promoted the recruitment, 
retention and career development of 
Indigenous staff within the University.

The UTS Wingara Indigenous Employment 
Strategy 2015–2018 was developed and 
approved this year. Strategic funding 
from the Vice Chancellor for recruitment 
and retention initiatives is contributing 
to the ongoing success of programs 
and the introduction of new initiatives.

Highlights of the Wingara 
Strategy for 2015 include:

Traineeships

 >  A trainee recruited in DAB

 > Existing trainees progressed into 
mainstream positions within Jumbunna 
and 2SER

Cadetships
 > The Indigenous Employment Officer 
continues to work with faculties and 
divisions to facilitate new employment 
opportunities for cadets where 
opportunities arise. This program 
equips cadets with relevant work 
experience that will enable them to be 
more competitive when applying for 
roles at UTS or external organisations. 
One cadet with GSU transitioned into 
a research position in the Faculty of 
Law and, as a result, was recruited by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers as a graduate 
recruit

Academic of the Future
 > Academic of the Future program 
participants were able to take 
part in opportunities offered by 
CareerTrackers, a not-for-profit 

organisation that facilitates industry 
pathways for Indigenous university 
students. The outstanding academic 
efforts of UTS students were 
recognised in 2015 with science student 
Tui Nolan receiving a prestigious 
award for achieving the highest overall 
average mark upon completion of 
his degree (93.17). UTS law/business 
student Carlos Barrios also received a 
commendation for outstanding results

 > Two candidates progressed into UTS 
Indigenous post-graduate internships

Academic internships 
 > The Academic Internship Program 
has exceeded expectations, with seven 
interns currently working in academic 
roles at UTS while completing PhDs

 > One candidate in the program has 
submitted a PhD for review

 > One candidate completed the program 
and moved onto a position at another 
institution

 > All other interns are continuing in the 
intern program and it is envisaged the 
Indigenous academic workforce will 
continue to grow and flourish because 
of their success

Indigenous Staff Representation and Participation

Indigenous participation at 
UTS by % and headcount

2014 2015

Academic* 0.8% [11 staff] 0.8% [11 staff]

Professional 1.2% [18 staff] 1.1% [15 staff]

Total Indigenous participation 2.0% (29 staff) 1.8% (26 staff)

UTS Indigenous Australian Staff Support 
Network (academic and professional staff)

43 staff (3.0% 
of total staff)

51 staff (3.6% 
of total staff)

*Includes Academic of the Future, Academic Interns and conventional academic positions.

Full time and part time staff only.

Data source note: In calculating percentages – total non-Indigenous staff levels / UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: 
utsstaff; Report: Report_ UTS Staff Numbers and FTE by Work Contract (utsstaff). Data accessed 27 November 2015. 

Indigenous staff network data as per UTS Academic and Support Staff Agreements taken from the UTS Indigenous Australian 
Staff Support Network Membership. This figure will differ from the UTS Business Intelligence Portal, as not all staff disclose 
Indigeneity in their profiles. 

Dr Chau Chak Wing Building

INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT 
Indigenous Staff Representation and Participation
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As part of its strategic objectives, UTS 
aims to connect and engage with student 
audiences, both future and current, 
to increase the number of students 
from under-represented communities 
successfully completing university study. 

The UTS Widening Participation 
Strategy (WPS) is a whole-of-university 
approach to achieving this diversity 
in student access, participation and 
success. Since 2009 and with funding 
by the Higher Education Participation 
and Partnerships Program (HEPPP), 
the WPS has been delivering cross-
faculty and-unit programs along with 
externally-focused programs developed 
in partnership with schools in south 
west Sydney, regional NSW and TAFE. 

The UTS U@Uni Schools Outreach 
program is a key component of the 
WPS’s goal of delivering sustainable 
long-term outcomes for improved access, 
participation and retention of students 
from targeted equity groups, specifically 
students from low socio-economic status 
(low-SES) and Indigenous backgrounds.

The program’s touch points extend past 
high school students to include our own 
UTS students who are given the chance 
to develop their own graduate attributes 
through mentoring opportunities; 
professional development opportunities 
for high school teachers; and an 
increased knowledge around university 
study for parents of participating students. 

Increasing the diversity of our student 
cohort within the university environment 
is key, but it is only the first step to 
widening participation. Students must 
also be supported in their transition 
to university study to equip them for 
success and graduation. This chapter 
will provide snapshots of the key WPS 
programs that took place in 2015.

 > Participation of low-SES students 
has increased from 1826 in 2010 to 
2564 in 2015, an average growth rate 
of 5.8%

 > Data shows increasing success in key 
equity target groups in 2015:

 - low-SES has improved from 87.7% 
in 2013 to 89.9%

 - inpUTS from 89.6% in 2013  
to 91.9%

 - students with a disability from 
85.4% in 2013 to 87.5%

 > Participation of students enrolling 
at UTS via UTS’s educational access 
scheme inpUTS has been steadily 
increasing, from 2226 in 2010 to 3470 
in 2015 (an average growth rate of 
7.7%)

 > Participation of students with a 
disability enrolling at UTS has also 
been steadily increasing, from 661 
in 2010 to 992 in 2015 (an average 
growth rate of 7.0%)

KEY STATISTICS

Student diversity by headcount 2014 2015

Students with a language 
background other than English

1248 1312

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students  157 199

Students with a disability 870 992

Students from a low 
socioeconomic background

 2,390 2,564

All UTS students 20 582 21 764

Note: Data includes domestic undergraduate students only

Note: Data includes domestic undergraduate students only

Our Students
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Outcomes:
 > Improve student academic 

preparedness and outcomes 

 > Increase student awareness, 
confidence and motivation towards 
higher education

 > Increase teacher, school and 
community capacity 

 > Broadened student family knowledge 
about higher education

 > Develop and sustained effective 
community and stakeholder 
partnerships

Building Educational Aspiration and Attainment

WPS Theme 1:  
Encouraging aspiration for university study, well before the point of 
enrolment, through an integrated suite of programs developed in 
partnership with targeted schools, TAFEs and communities. 

OUR STUDENTS
Building Educational Aspiration and Attainment

U@Uni Summer School

Held every January, the flagship U@Uni 
Summer School program plays a vital 
role in building educational aspiration 
for tertiary study. The program offers 
Year 11 students from U@Uni partner 
schools the chance to attend intensive 
two-week workshops in subject areas 
like media production, business, 
engineering and information technology, 
design, health and science. The 
experience culminates in a graduation 
ceremony with family in attendance.

Following their summer school 
experience, students are regularly 
invited back to UTS for workshops to 
improve their study skills and learn 
strategies to support their progress 
towards the Higher School Certificate 
(HSC). 496 students from Years 10 to 12 
from across 37 schools – 19 of these 
partner schools – took part across all 
aspects of the program including the 
January Summer School, Orientation 
with future participants, and follow up 
workshops with previous participants.

197 students – including 21 students from 
a refugee background and 25 Indigenous 
students – participated in U@Uni Summer 
School this year. It was also the first 
time Indigenous students from regional 
NSW attended and were supported 
for their two week stay in Sydney by 
Jumbunna Indigenous House of Learning.

Evaluation of the U@Uni Summer School 
program has consistently demonstrated 
improvements in students’ overall self-
confidence, knowledge around university 
and attitude towards pursuing tertiary 
study, with 98% of Summer School 2015 
participants surveyed reporting the 
program had encouraged them to want 

to attend university. 93% of students 
surveyed at the program’s conclusion 
indicated the experience had helped them 
understand what university is really like.

School teachers who responded to 
the post program survey particularly 
highlighted the impact of the program 
on their students’ belief that university 
is a realistic option for their future; 
an important element in building 
motivation towards higher education: 

 > 100% of teachers agreed the program 
had increased their students’ 
awareness of what university 
offers, and increased their students’ 
confidence both academically and 
socially

 > 91% agreed the program had increased 
their hope that attending university was 
a realistic option for their students

 > 91% of teachers reported they’d found 
it easier to engage their students in 
learning and to motivate them to do 
well in school 

An important objective of the program 
is also to increase family knowledge 
about the value of higher education. 
Following parent interviews at the 2015 
student graduation ceremony, nearly 
all parents agreed that since enrolling 
in the program they had been talking 
more about university with their child. 

 > 89% of parents interviewed agreed 
the program had increased their 
awareness of what university offers

 > The same proportion of parents also 
agreed the program had helped them 
to feel more positive about university
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Photo by Jared Lacey

Evaluation results also demonstrate 
sustained improvements in confidence 
into the second year of the program. 
Following the Managing Your HSC 
follow-up workshop held in April 2015 
for the 2014 summer school cohort, Year 
12 participants surveyed agreed that 
since taking part they felt more confident 
about themselves and their studies 
(87%), and are making better progress 
in their school work (93%). Most also 
indicated they had learned strategies 
that would benefit their HSC (96%).

For the first time the U@Uni Summer 
School program was featured on 
television during prime time. SBS World 
News ran interviews with participants 
from Chester Hill High School – a refugee 
student in the health school and his 
mother (a former midwife in Afghanistan) 
along with an Indigenous design student. 
An interview with U@Uni Summer 
School’s Coordinator also promoted the 
aims of the student outreach program.

PROFILE 

Grant Odei, Head Teacher 
Technological and Applied 
Studies (TAS) 

Granville Boys High School

While the U@Uni Summer School 
program is largely focused on 
building the aspirations of high 
school students, feedback indicates 
teachers are realising opportunities 
to advance their own careers.

“I’ve been an engineering and IT mentor 
for Summer School for the past six 
years. U@Uni Summer School’s 
emphasis is on making learning 
fun, challenging and engaging, and 
I basically try to replicate this back 
at Granville Boys. As a technology 
teacher, I’ve developed multiple ways 
of incorporating hands-on project 
ideas from working with the UTS 
academics and university mentors.

“My involvement in the program has 
assisted in building my capacity to 
lead and develop other staff. Also, my 
ability to work collaboratively with 
university staff and sustain community 
networks assisted in me gaining a 
promotion to Head Teacher, TAS 
at Granville Boys High School.

“It might seem a little crazy that any 
teacher would give up their holiday time 
for anything. However, it is quite simple 
for me; I teach and serve a community 
which stand to benefit significantly from 
programs such as this one. The delight 
and sense of accomplishment students 
gain throughout the two-week period 
tells the whole story of the program.”Rashad Nadir in the Health Summer 

School. Photo by Jared Lacey
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U@Uni HSC Tutorial Scheme

The U@Uni HSC Tutorial Scheme provides 
school-based tutorial sessions at targeted 
schools in south west Sydney. This tutorial 
support assists Year 11 and 12 students 
to improve their academic performance 
and broaden their educational aspirations.

U@Uni Tutor Ambassadors actively work 
one-on-one and in small groups and 
have been trained to focus their time on 
building academic capacity and delivering 
fun and engaging sessions. They also 
role-model the attitudes and skills that 
lead to success in the HSC and first year 
of university, such as time management, 
note taking and exam preparation.

Overall, 592 students participated in 
the Scheme in 2015 over the school 
calendar year, with 70% of HSC 
students who participated in weekly 
tutorials attending more than one 
tutoring session throughout the year. 

A comparison of student pre-program 
and post-program survey data 
revealed a positive shift in student 
motivation to study, as well as a 
positive trend in student perceptions 
of their potential to achieve academic 
results sufficient for university entry. 

OUR STUDENTS
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Michael Kyrios and Anette Bremer with HSC 
Tutorial Scheme students. Photo supplied

 > Prior to receiving tutoring through the 
program, 47% of students agreed they 
found it easy to motivate themselves to 
study. Following a term or semester of 
tutoring, this increased to 58%

 > 60% of students predicted their results 
would be good enough to gain entry to 
university before participating in the 
program. When asked this question 
again after a term or semester of 
tutoring, this increased to 71%

 > 92% of students surveyed following 
regular HSC Tutorial Scheme sessions 
agreed the sessions had helped them 
to work harder and focus more on their 
studies

Feedback from teachers supports 
this positive impact. A teacher survey 
reported 77% of students showed 
reasonable or considerable improvement 
in engagement in school as a result 
of the program. Teachers also 
reported 87% of students had achieved 
either reasonable or considerable 
improvements in academic performance.

Strathfield South High School has 
been a participant of the U@Uni HSC 
Tutorial Scheme since 2014. 89% 
of students from Strathfield South 
High School come from a language 
background other than English (ESL) 
and many face multiple disadvantages 
in terms of succeeding academically.

“In most cases, our students would 
be the first in their family to have 
formal schooling and the pressure 
to gain an offer to university is 
immense. Many struggle with the 
literacy demands of the HSC, and 
while they do have a good grasp of 
the content and curriculum concepts, 
they need modelled responses, 
confidence and the opportunity to 
talk through their work one-on-one.”
Anette Bremer – ESL teacher, 
Strathfield South High School

“This program is filling a huge need 
in these student populations for 
extra tutorial support. Students are 
experientially submerged in far more 
than the academic; the program also 
impacts students’ social development. 
The positive, productive relationships 
fostered between the tutors and 
students have been invaluable and 
instrumental in helping students 
with their transition to university.”
Michael Kyrios – English/Learning and Support 
teacher, Strathfield South High School
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Science teachers on campus. Photo by Vatché Ansourian

Inspiring Science Teaching

Opportunities for the professional 
development of teachers is a growing 
part of the U@Uni suite of programs. 
The U@Uni Inspiring Science Teaching 
program is a free professional learning 
program for high school science teachers 
from selected high schools in south west 
Sydney and regional New South Wales. 

The program was developed by 
academics from the Faculty of Science, 
education experts and experienced 
science teachers and focuses on 
hard-to-teach topics in chemistry and 
physics with reference to Stage 4 and 
5 of the NSW science syllabus. It aims 
to enhance teachers’ knowledge, skills 
and capacity through an established 
community of practice; ‘teaching’ 
teachers how to better engage and inspire 
students from diverse backgrounds 
and increase the numbers of low-SES 
students pursuing science at university.

The five-day hands-on program, which 
includes science workshops, face-

to-face discussions and networking 
sessions, was registered with the Board 
of Studies, Teaching and Education 
Standards to be taken by teachers 
towards their Teacher Accreditation. 

In January 2015, the five full-day 
professional learning program was 
delivered on campus to 34 newly 
enrolled Years 7-10 science teachers, 
including 22 NSW regional teachers. 

 > 97% of teachers surveyed indicate they 
learned new ways to engage students 
in science as a result of attending the 
program

 > Equally, 97% of these teachers were 
confident their teaching practice 
would change as a result of attending 
the program and that they would 
implement some of the ideas/strategies 
learned in their schools

 > 93% of the teachers who participated 
in the program’s initial launch in 2014 
reported their knowledge of stage 4 
& 5 of chemistry and physics content 
had improved in 2015 as a result of the 
learning opportunity.

Developing graduate 
attributes in students

While the U@Uni Ambassadors play an 
important role in providing academic 
and mentoring support to high school 
students participating in schools 
outreach programs, of equal importance 
is the development of their leadership 
and communication skills and being 
positive role models to aspire to. 

Notably, many of the UTS students 
involved in the programs come from 
south west Sydney themselves, and 
an increasing number have previously 
attended our target schools. In 2015 a 
total of 76 U@Uni Ambassadors worked 
across the U@Uni suite of programs: 15 
in Summer School, 47 in the HSC Tutorial 
Scheme, and six through TAFE outreach.

An end-of-year workshop was held for 
all ambassadors to reflect on the impact 
of their work and provide opportunities 
for career learning and development. 
This included a session with UTS Careers 
Service to outline how skills learned 
and experience gained through their 
roles as U@Uni Ambassadors may be 
demonstrated in a job interview scenario.



Collabor8 participants from Auburn Girls 
High School. Photo by Maya Marcus 

Crystal Romeo workshop with Técha Noble for Bossley 
Park High School. Photo by Alice McAuliffe. 

UTS ART

UTS ART supports a diverse, dynamic and 
supportive learning environment via its 
Education and Outreach programs. These 
programs aim to facilitate creative and 
critical thinking through an exploration 
of diverse artistic practices; promote a 
greater awareness and understanding 
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
histories, cultures, and perspectives; 
encourage aspiration to tertiary education 
in low-SES and Indigenous students; 
and create positive links between UTS, 
UTS ART and the local community. 

In March two participatory workshops 
and an online classroom resource kit 
were delivered with media artist Técha 
Noble, whose exhibition in UTS Gallery, 
Crystal Romeo, explored non-binary 
representations of gender. Secondary 
students from western Sydney schools 
engaged in playful costume and collage 
workshops, which complemented school 
programs to empower young girls to 
challenge constructed gender roles. 

For UTS Women in Engineering Day 
in September, female secondary 
students participated in workshops 
based on Leonardo da Vinci’s flying 
machines, models of which are on 
show in the new Faculty of Engineering 
and Information Technology building 
in the exhibition After da Vinci. The 
program was designed to encourage 
girls’ interest in engineering and build 
aspiration to study at a tertiary level. 

OUR STUDENTS
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Collabor8 

The UTS Women in Engineering and 
IT Program (WiE&IT) secured National 
Priority Pool funding to run Collabor8, a 
female-only engineering and IT outreach 
program for a small number of low-SES 
high schools in Sydney and surrounding 
regions. The aim was to address the 
issue of the progressive decline in 
female enrolment in science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics (STEM) 
subjects. Evaluative research, approved 
by the UTS Human Research Ethics 
Committee and NSW Department of 
Education, would examine the impact of 
gendered engineering and IT outreach 
activities on female high school students 
and their elective subject selection 
behaviours in junior high school. 

The program was built from a 
combination of successful past practice 
drawn from WiE&IT‘s more-than-30 
years’ experience engaging girls and 
young women. In 2015 Collabor8 
implemented four separate engineering 
and IT outreach activities – called Touch 
Points – for a cohort of 405 female 
students in Years 8 and 9 at seven 
partnering schools. The activities at 
each Touch Point aimed to increase 
participants’ knowledge of engineering 
and IT study and career pathways, their 
personal connection with the content, 
and their confidence in their own ability 
to achieve in STEM studies and careers. 

As part of the program, two in-school 
visits were made in which current 
female UTS engineering and IT 
students (Touch Point 1) and female 
career professionals (Touch Point 
3) shared their own experiences of
choosing engineering or IT at university 
and demonstrated how engineering 
and IT applies scientific concepts 
and principles to solving real world 
problems and improving peoples’ lives.

Touch Point 2 involved a full day of 
hands-on problem solving activities 
and inspirational speakers hosted 
at UTS, focusing on skills critical to 
engineering and IT careers such as 
problem solving, critical thinking and 
teamwork, Another full day activity 
offered a tour of IT workplaces (hosted 
by Cisco and Optus) and a professional 
engineer-led tour of the innovative 
engineering building projects at UTS 
with female engineers from, among 
others, Arup, Aecom and LendLease.

Evaluation surveys completed by 
participating students show substantial 
change in the number of students 
reporting a high or very high interest in 
studying engineering or IT at university 
after completing the Collabor8 activities; 
data for each Touch Point show the 
percentage of girls interested in studying 
engineering or IT had doubled.
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Widening Access 
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WPS Theme 2:  
Expand and strengthen access schemes and admission pathways 
into UTS for school leavers and mature-aged students to assist low-
SES and Indigenous students gain access to university.

Outcomes:
 > Implementation of UTS access 

schemes for school leavers to 
recognise academic potential beyond 
ATAR attainment

 > Expanded UTS access schemes and 
pathways for mature age students

 > Improved recognition of prior learning 
for mature age students

 > Increased enrolment at UTS by low-SES 
students and TAFE students
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Access schemes and 
pathways

Part of building a diverse student 
population is increasing access to 
students who have experienced 
educational or financial disadvantage. 
Predominantly, these students will come 
from low-SES communities. With social 
justice core to the UTS strategic plan, one 
of the University’s KPIs is to increase the 
enrolment numbers of low-SES students.

926 students enrolled to UTS through its 
educational access scheme (EAS) inpUTS, 
representing 13.4% of its total admissions 
for 2015. Additional efforts were made in 
2015 to raise awareness of the availability 
of inpUTS to non-current school leavers 
(NCSL). These efforts were reflected 
in a 17% growth of inpUTS application 
numbers from the NCSL cohort for 2016.

The UTS School Recommendation 
Scheme (SRS) offered 62 of 
these places to Year 12 students 
demonstrating financial disadvantage, 
who were admitted on the basis of 
their school’s recommendation in 
combination with their Australian 
Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR).

Both access schemes demonstrated 
positive rates of retention and success 
in 2015. See Transition Support 
Program on pages 44-45 for data 
relating to access schemes students.

Developing pathways from 
TAFE to UTS 

Pathways for NCSLs were expanded 
and promoted in 2015 through faculty 
and cross-university initiatives, with 
a continued emphasis on building 
TAFE-to-UTS pathways as a strategy 
for widening access to mature-age 
low-SES students in the vocational 
education and training (VET) sector. 

One-to-three application preferences 
for NCSLs were up 4% compared 
to 2014. The number of students, 
however, entering UTS through a 
TAFE pathway decreased by 2% in 
2015 (786 to 662 students), reflecting 
broader trends across all universities. 

Four TAFE Pathways projects were 
undertaken in 2015, including the 
main outreach activities managed by 
the U@Uni Pathways Project team. All 
the projects provided information and 
aspiration-building sessions at TAFE 
campuses and on-campus visits to UTS 
for approximately 833 TAFE students, 
with some faculties undertaking their 
own specific TAFE pathway projects. 

“To be able to have a greater 
understanding of the application 
process for TAFE students is 
generally overlooked by other 
universities. I’m thankful UTS is 
so aware and caters so well to 
non-school leavers. All topics 
were covered very well and the 
addition of previous TAFE students 
helping out with the day was 
brilliant – and unbelievably helpful.”
TAFE student
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UTS Sydney TAFE Pathways Project 

Established in 2013 and continuing over 
2014 and 2015 with Sydney Institute of 
TAFE, the UTS Sydney TAFE Pathways 
Project focused on improving UTS 
processes to support TAFE pathways 
to UTS, along with improving current 
TAFE students’ awareness and 
interest in higher education. In 2015 
engagement was extended to students 
from North Sydney Institute TAFE. 

 > 16 sessions involving 320 TAFE students 
were held at TAFE in 2015, with 14 of 
these occurring in classrooms 

 > Two on-campus also events took 
place in 2015, with 65 TAFE students in 
attendance

 > 89% of attendees surveyed agreed 
they had a greater awareness of what 
university offers 

 > 91% agreed they had a greater 
awareness of pathways to university

Throughout the year staff from the Equity 
and Diveristy Unit carried out research 
around the student experience for 
transitioning TAFE students. Current UTS 
students with a TAFE background were 
invited to participate in an online survey 
followed by focus groups with the aim of 
better understanding the challenges in 
undertaking a pathway between sectors 
and developing advice for future students. 

In addition to performance data now 
available through UTS reporting tools, 
the survey data was shared with TAFE 
partners and will inform improvements 
to UTS support and resources offered 
to students entering through a TAFE 
pathway. The design of future outreach 
presentations will also address the 
engagement of Tertiary Preparation 
Certificate students and suitability of 
information for international students.

Faculty of Health Pathways Project

In 2015, the Health Pathways Project built 
on established project work in 2013-2014 
that increased TAFE students’ awareness, 
confidence and aspirations for higher 
education. The project also provided 
information and professional development 
opportunities for TAFE staff, and built 
new UTS to TAFE/VET partnerships.

 > 248 TAFE-delivered vocational 
education and training (TVET) students 
in schools and TAFE students 
participated in health outreach sessions 
in 2015

 > Out of 145 survey respondents, 141 
either agreed or strongly agreed 
the sessions both increased their 
awareness of what university offers and 
increased their awareness of pathways 
to university 

 > Four bonus points were approved for 
Year 12 students who successfully 
complete the TVET Certificate III in 
Human Services and apply for study at 
UTS

Building TAFE teacher capacity was 
also an outcome of the Health Pathways 
Project in December through a 
professional development workshop for 
TAFE teachers of health-related courses. 
This full-day interactive workshop was 
attended by 22 staff across five TAFEs and 
provided an update on current learning 
and teaching approaches, along with an 
overview of the use of simulation in health 
education and training. The workshop was 
an ideal time to network and information 
share with TAFE health teachers, with 
requests for follow-up workshops. 

Faculty of Design, Architecture and 
Building (DAB) Pathways Project

With the influence of TAFE staff 
paramount in the decision-making 
process for students deciding to 
continue their education at university, 
the DAB Pathways Project has been 
working towards fostering long-
term relationships and consultation 
opportunties between the faculty, TAFE 
teachers and UTS students on campus.

A mini studio session was conducted with 
both the DAB Pathways Project’s research 
officer and a TAFE teacher, encouraging 
the TAFE students to design a prospective 
space for the Goods Line. Feedback 
was given to the students around how 
their work would be developed as a 
studio project in the DAB courses. 
TAFE graduates currently studying 
UTS Architecture were available in the 
session to directly answer TAFE students’ 
questions about life at university. 

TAFE staff also joined the end-of-year 
Design Review Juries in the Architecture 
School to review some of their former 
TAFE students’ performance in the 
university context and give feedback, 
and participated in UTS student 
presentation sessions during the 
academic year (June and November).

 > Following faculty tours and combined 
studio session, 61% of TAFE students 
agreed and 39% strongly agreed they 
had a greater awareness of what 
university offers and pathways available

 > 85% of TAFE students agreed they were 
considering attending UTS as a result of 
visiting the campus through the wider 
DAB Pathways Project
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Transition, Retention and Success

Outcomes:
 > Improved student transition to 

university 

 > Improved engagement of first year 
students in transition programs

 > Implementation of academic, co-
curricular and personal programs 
and resources to meet the needs of a 
diverse student community

 > Increase use of research-led 
approaches to teaching focused on 
student learning, integrating online and 
face-to-face experiences

 > Increased participation by UTS staff in 
an active community of practice that 
promotes the delivery of transition, 
retention and success programs

UTS distributes a range of financial 
support services to help students succeed. 
The Diversity Access Scholarship fund 
provided financial assistance to 715 
students in 2015 (up from 673 in 2014), 
with students who could demonstrate 
both financial need and educational 
disadvantage prioritised. Retention rates 
for students receiving a scholarship 
improved from 89% in 2014 to 91% in 
2015, indicating more students receiving 
a scholarship are returning to their 
course of study in the following year.

OUR STUDENTS
Transition, Retention and Success

WPS Theme 3:  
Enhance UTS academic and personal support programs to promote the effective 
transition, retention and success of low-SES and Indigenous students and actively 
respond to the changing needs of an increasingly diverse student community.

HEPPP funding provided to the 
Student Services Unit (SSU) in 2015 
also supports the transition of low-
SES and Indigenous students from 
high school into study at UTS:
 > The Financial Assistance Service 

assisted 573 low-SES and Indigenous 
students who were struggling with 
short-term immediate costs or ongoing 
financial hardship by providing financial 
support for living, emergency, medical 
and course-related expenses. Co-op 
Bookshop vouchers also assisted with 
the purchase of textbooks 

 > Student housing subsidies were made 
to 35 students on low incomes and 
from equity target groups including 
low-SES students, students with a 
disability, rural students and students 
of a refugee background (the average 
subsidy value per award was $1315) 

 > The Enhancing Computer Access 
Program reduces the financial burden 
on low-SES and low income students 
for costly and high-end equipment and 
software. The project provides critical 
support for those who may have long 
commutes to and from university, and/
or significant personal responsibilities 
and commitments outside of study. 178 
students were provided with enhanced 
computer access, including the 
distribution of laptops to 90 students, 
and software or internet support to 88 
students 

“I’m a carer and couldn’t spend 
extra hours on the computer at 
uni, so the financial help for a 
computer and software assisted 
me in being able to study at home 
and on the way to and from uni”
Low-SES student with a significant commute

Transition Support Program

This SSU project provides case 
management, referral services, tutoring 
and mentoring for SRS and EAS 
students to support their success and 
retention in their first year at UTS. 

Total project reach in 2015 included:
 > 210 first-year UTS students, including 

53 students from a refugee background 
and 58 low-SES students with a 
disability

 > 148 first-year SRS/EAS face-to-face 
student consultations

 > 177 occasions of service (including 
face-to-face consultations, 
phone appointments and email 
correspondence) for low-SES students 
with a disability

Support began with an orientation 
workshop in February to welcome all 
new SRS and inpUTS students to UTS 
and provided targeted information to 
support educationally-disadvantaged 
students in their transition to UTS. 558 
commencing students eligible for EAS 
and SRS attended the inpUTS workshop, 
which included a welcome session 
specifically for SRS students. Each 
student also received a $50 CO-OP book 
voucher for use towards textbooks costs.

Students were also given the opportunity 
to attend a learning support appointment 
to discuss learning goals. 82% of these 
case management participants indicated 
the program, and additional Counselling 
Service assistance, helped boost their 
confidence and 84% reported an improved 
experience of being a student at UTS.
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A key indicator of improved transition 
to university is evidence of student 
success derived from academic data, 
including semester pass rates, GPA 
and retention rates. The following data 
does not include students who withdrew 
from their course or took a leave of 
absence or for whom data was missing:
 > In Autumn semester 2015, the SRS 

cohort recorded a success rate of 96% 
and a GPA of 2.56. For students who 
accessed case management services, 
this increased to a success rate of 98% 
and a GPA of 2.73. Similarly, in Spring 
semester, SRS students recorded a 
success rate of 93% with an average 
GPA of 2.55. Students who accessed 
case management had a higher 
success rate of 97% and a GPA of 2.68

 > Students from a refugee background 
recorded a success rate of 89% and a 
GPA of 2.36 in Autumn 2015. In Spring 
semester, students in this group had 
a success rate of 94% with an average 
GPA of 2.25 

 > Analysis of retention data for project 
target groups showed that 94% of SRS 
students studying in 2014 continued 
their studies in 2015 compared to 90% 
of all low-SES students. 88% of EAS 
students and 74% of students from a 
refugee background commencing in 
2014 continued their studies in 2015

First Year Experience (FYE)

The FYE strategy supports the 
participation, retention and success of 
students from low-SES backgrounds 
and Indigenous students through 
effective transition practices in 
first year curriculum. The program 
provides resourcing for teachers of 
these students with the philosophy 
that these curriculum-based 
strategies will benefit all students. 

Project reach in 2015 included the 
participation of 6908 UTS commencing 
domestic students enrolled in 
faculty-based undergraduate 
programs, of which 803 students 
are from a low SES background 
and 145 students are Indigenous.

There have been positive retention 
rate indicators for students from a 
low-SES background. The retention 
rate for any year represents the 
student rate of return from the 
previous year of enrolment:

 > A continual increase in the retention of 
students from low-SES backgrounds 
throughout the life of the FYE project, 
from 85% in 2011 to 89% in 2015

 > Low-SES commencing students with 
ATAR bands between 70 and 85 had 
significantly higher retention rates in 
2015 than the domestic cohort within 
this ATAR band 

Across the faculties, there has been 
greater subject coordinator and tutor 
awareness of ways to support early 
inclusion and successful transition for 
students, especially those from low-
SES backgrounds. Faculty First Year 
Transition Experience Coordinators 

played a major role in this, with the tutor 
resource Guide to Successful Transition 
being part of tutor induction practices for 
a large number of faculties in 2015. The 
guide addresses transition pedagogy and 
lists a wide range of practices that are 
easy to implement in the classroom. 

The FYE small grant scheme provides 
academics with a maximum funding 
of $4000 to trial, evaluate and embed 
first-year transition pedagogies into 
the curriculum. 29 FYE grants were 
awarded in 2015, with five FYE grant 
holders receiving awards or citations for 
their significant contributions to student 
success in the first year of study at UTS. 

Over half of these grants identified 
transition, diversity and engagement 
as their main pedagogical principles, 
six grants considered design, and 
four grants focused on evaluation and 
monitoring. Many of the grants were 
designed to cater for the diversity of 
the student cohort and provide explicit 
activities to support students as learners 
in the university setting, while also 
developing their professional identities.

Opportunities for sharing good practice 
in transition pedagogy across UTS were 
offered via five FYE forums in 2015. The 
two-hour sessions enable staff to share 
aspects of curriculum practice to support 
successful student transition. These 
include presentations of FYE grant 
outcomes or other areas of good practice. 

“I didn’t do physics at school, so this 
assessment task really helped me 
because I was able to do heaps of 
questions and track my progress”
Engaging students in physics proficiency testing
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U:PASS

Approximately 475 domestic students 
from low-SES backgrounds and 32 
Indigenous students utilised this popular 
HELPS program that offers peer-to-peer 
tutoring for difficult-to-pass first year 
subjects. Students who attended U:PASS 
performed significantly better overall 
than students who did not attend, with 
7% difference in Autumn semester (A) 
and 9% difference in Spring semester 
(S). Interestingly, these differences 
increased substantially for students who 
attended more than 11 sessions – 17% 
(A and S). More than 73% of the students 
attending U:PASS who had been thinking 
of dropping out of university said the 
support had helped them stay at UTS.

“Before U:PASS, I was struggling 
in the subject. Thanks to 
U:PASS, my marks incredibly 
improved. Interacting with 
the other students, helped to 
clarify any misunderstandings 
regarding the subject matter” 
Student who received U:PASS 
support in Spring 2015

Higher Education and 
Language Presentation 
Support (HELPS) 

2015 marked the fourth year SSU’s 
HELPS programs and services have been 
delivered at UTS. The support program 
is committed to the development, 
teaching and evaluation of English 
and academic language and literacy 
activities, services and programmes, 
fostering an all-inclusive approach in 
an intercultural learning environment.

U:Learn 

The HELPS U:Learn program encourages 
all students – international, local, 
undergraduate or postgraduate students 

– to ‘drop-in’ to the friendly, safe and
approachable centre and speak to an 
advisor in person for 15minutes to discuss 
their needs; from understanding an 
assignment question and assessment 
criteria, to learning strategies for 
delivering a presentation. There is a 
strong emphasis placed on helping 
students understand critical thinking 
and enabling them to integrate this 
skill into their own academic work. 

The WriteNow! writing support sessions 
provide a space and an opportunity 
for students to work on assignments 
with a HELPS advisor on-hand. The 
program offers four-hour WriteNow! 
writing support sessions, available 
daily in either the HELPS unit or in 
the UTS Library during semester. 

Free intensive holiday courses are 
also available to students in academic 
writing, pronunciation correction and 
seminar presentation. The holiday 
courses provide 15 hours of instruction 
over five days, with flexible morning, 
afternoon or evening class times. 

Proportional HEPPP funding was provided 
in 2015 based on calculated estimates 
of the number of domestic low-SES 
students supported by the program. 

Project reach in 2015:

 > Participation of 2652 UTS students, of 
which approximately 131 are domestic 
low-SES students

 > 3880 drop-in sessions conducted in the 
main HELPS unit, UTS Library and UTS 
Kuring-Gai campus

 > 953 one-to-one consultations 
conducted with 596 unique students

 > 2366 workshop registrations and 
911 student attendances recorded in 
WriteNow! writing support sessions

 > 564 students attended HELPS’ intensive 
holiday courses

92% of students surveyed indicated 
that their specific needs were met and 
appropriate assistance was offered by 
individual consultations with HELPS 
advisors. 88% agreed that academic 
skills workshops and WriteNow! writing 
support sessions met their specific needs 
and offered appropriate assistance. Over 
90% of students surveyed indicated 
they intended to use these HELPS 
U:Learn services again in future. 
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Staff diversity by headcount 2014 2015

Staff with a language background 
other than English 

525 527 

Staff with a disability  99 95 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff 29 26 

Female staff 1418 1481 

Male staff 1269 1291 

Academic staff 1086 1128 

Professional staff 1601 1644 

All UTS staff 2687 2772
Note: Data includes full-time and part-time staff only, and is based on voluntary EEO information. Dorothy Hoddinott with UTS:Law alumna 

and current PhD student Nasima Rahmani

UTS has a proud history of championing 
social justice, particularly around 
the full participation of all social 
groups in employment and education 
and working actively towards the 
removal of systemic barriers to a 
diverse university community.

The University integrates equity and 
diversity principles within all of its 
decisions and operations. The Equity & 
Diversity Unit (E&DU) is responsible for 
a number of equity-related initiatives 
that enhance inclusive practices within 
the University, including sexual and 
gender diversity, the management 
of equity-related complaints and 
grievances, accessibility and inclusion.

Women@UTS
The popular Women@UTS staff network 
had another full and eventful year, with 
engagement and support from academic 
and professional staff across the 
University. UTS continues to have good 
representation of women in our student 
body (50%) and among professional staff, 
but remain below our ambitious target 
for women in senior academic positions. 

Like many academic and research 
institutions, UTS is faced with the 
problem of low representation of women 
in many of our science and engineering 
areas. However, on a positive note, 
UTS was one of only two research 

organisations (out of the 46 institutions 
who responded to a National Health 
and Medical Research Council survey 
of gender policies) rated as outstanding 
in providing support for gender equity.

2015 highlights include:

 > An inspiring International Women’s 
Day address from Dorothy Hoddinott 
AO, principal of Holroyd High, award-
winning educator, passionate refugee 
advocate and recipient of the Human 
Rights Medal. Also speaking at the 
event was Nasima Rahmani, Afghan 
women’s rights activist

 > Women@UTS and the UTS Research 
Equity Initiative offered a session on 
the policies and programs available to 
support work/life balance for parents 
and parents-to-be at UTS. The session 
covered parental/carer leave and 
flexible work options for academic and 
research staff

 > UTS offered two rounds of funding 
to help academics with carer 
responsibilities cover the extra costs 
involved in presenting at conferences 
during 2015. The fund is open to 
women and men with primary carer 
responsibilities for children, elderly 
relatives, or other family members with 
disabilities

 > Career Pathways workshops were held 
for professional women staff keen to 
extend their self-management and 
leadership roles. The workshops also 
provided a forum for discussion and 
active networking across UTS work 
areas

 > The Leadership for Academic Women 
program critically explored issues of 
leadership and decision-making with 
a gender perspective in the higher 
education context. Participants were 
also offered individual leadership 
coaching with an external consultant.

Mentoring for academic promotion 
for women was again offered in 2015. 
Research shows academic women do 
not go for promotion as early or as often 
as academic men. However, women are 
just as successful when they do apply. 
Information sessions covered practical 
and strategic advice on preparing 
applications, such as what makes a 
good application and effective ways of 
framing achievements. The sessions 
addressed questions and concerns 
about the promotion process in a 
supportive and informed environment.

Our Staff
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Athena SWAN pilot launch

Research Equity Initiative 
(REI)

The REI continues to be a driver of 
action to address entrenched barriers 
restricting the participation of women 
and staff with carer responsibilities 
in research; to support and grow 
women in academic leadership 
positions; and to help build a more 
gender inclusive and diverse culture. 

The REI is coordinated by E&DU 
and sponsored by the Office of the 
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research) 
as an important element of the UTS 
Research Strategy 2015-2020, under 
strategic objectives 2 (Enhance our 
research performance and culture by 
focusing on research excellence and 
impact, mentoring, leadership and 
professional development); and 5 (Build 
the next generation of researchers 
for academia and industry).

In addition to ongoing activities such as 
WomenResearchers@UTS networking, 
women Higher Degree Research (HDR) 
support, monitoring and reporting 
activities, the REI focus in 2015 included 
specific exploration of challenges faced 
by women in science, technology, 
engineering, math and medicine (STEMM) 
disciplines. Highlights included: 

 > Extending support for the Research 
Re-Establishment Grants
Eligibility criteria was broadened to 
enable access to mid-career staff 
whose research has been affected 
by significant carer responsibilities, 
not just those returning to work 
after a period of parental leave. 
Seven grants of up to $15 000 were 
awarded in 2015 (one granted to a 
male academic), bringing the total 
number to 19 since 2013. Reports show 
the grants are enabling recipients 
to extend or diversify their research, 
increase their research profiles and 
achieve significant research outputs 

 > Expanding the Research Equity 
Fellowships
Bronwen Dalton (Business) and Louise 
Hickman (Health) were the recipients 
of the 2015 fellowships, which grant up 
to $50 000 for mid-career academics 
whose research careers have been 
significantly interrupted by sustained 
caring responsibilities. 2014’s recipient 
Nerida Cole has already had a joint 
authored publication on her research 
accepted in a prestigious journal, laying 
the foundation for an ARC Linkage 
Grant to be submitted in the near future

 > Scruitinising gender equity in 
academic recruitment and selection, 
especially for senior positions
A discussion paper for the Human 
Resources Unit (HRU) was prepared 
to assist in UTS activities to attract 
and recruit women to senior 
positions. UTS has committed itself 
to a minimum target of women 
making up 25% of shortlists for 
senior academic positions by 2017 

 > Athena SWAN pilot 
UTS successfully applied for inclusion in 
the Science in Australia Gender Equity 
(SAGE) pilot Athena SWAN Charter 
in Australia, one of 32 universities 
and research institutes. SAGE is an 
initiative of the Australian Academy 

of Science in partnership with the 
Australian Academy of Technological 
Sciences and Engineering, addressing 
gender equity in STEMM. Professor 
Elizabeth Sullivan, Assistant Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor and Professor of 
Public Health, is UTS Self-Assessment 
Team lead for the pilot. For its UTS 
launch in November, SAGE Project 
Manager Zuleyka Zevallos met with 
key university leaders and addressed 
a forum of over 90 staff about what 
the two-year pilot will involve for UTS 

“Equity is not just a matter of 
principle at UTS; it’s part of core 
business. We’re acknowledged 
as a leading higher education 
organisation in promoting gender 
equity and an inclusive work and 
study environment. However, we 
recognise there is so much more 
we can be doing, which is why we 
are delighted the SAGE program 
gives us the chance to share our 
successes and learn from others.”
UTS Vice-Chancellor Professor Attila 
Brungs on the Athena SWAN pilot
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REI Forum

National Disability 
Recruitment Coordinator 
(NDRC) partnership

In 2015 a partnership was formed 
with the NDRC to improve 
disability employment at UTS.

The partnership has three broad goals 
to be achieved by the end of 2016:

1. Develop strategies to increase
the number of employees with
disability across the organisation

2. Build disability confidence across
the organisation through a mix
of training, awareness-raising
activities and consideration of
good practice strategies

3. Develop relationships with
Disability Employment Services
as a source of talent

So far the following outcomes 
have been achieved:
 > UTS employer accessibility self-

assessment checklist completed

 > NDRC review of UTS recruitment 
processes to identify what support 
is currently available for people with 
disability and potential gaps

 > Provision of the NDRC Employer 
ToolKit to help with further advice and 
inform future UTS diversity projects 

 > Provision of NDRC information sheets 
and links to JobAccess for UTS staff 
to access via the intranet, along with 
information about the JobAccess 
Employment Assistance Fund 
guidelines to assist with understanding 
eligibility

 > Revision of the UTS workplace 
adjustment policy to encourage best 
practice 

 > Research Equity Initiative Forum 
Conversations about key issues for 
women in STEMM continued with 
Professor Sharon Bell’s delivery of 
this annual event. The Senior DVC at 
Charles Darwin University and member 
of the SAGE Steering Committee raised 
the question of whether we needed to 
re-imagine research careers to make 
them more gender inclusive in her 
discussion on entrenched patterns 
of underrepresentation of women 
in STEMM fields. Nearly 100 staff 
heard Professor Bell speak about her 
recent major report, Women in the 
Australian Science Research Workforce

 > Women in Science AUSTRALIA co-
sponsored event
Held as part of UTS Diversity Week 
and National Science Week, four UTS 
early career researchers participated 
in a panel discussion: A Conversation 
on Building Careers and Sustaining 
Passion, led by Co-Founder of Women 
in Science AUSTRALIA – a partner of 
UTS – and award-winning researcher 
Marguerite Evans-Galea. Georgina 

Russell (Postdoctoral Research Fellow, 
Health); Ulrike Dackermann (Lecturer, 
School of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering; Karla Felix Navarro 
(FEIT) and Charlene Lobo (Senior 
Lecturer, School of Mathematical 
and Physical Sciences) looked at the 
challenges, rewards and strategies 
for building a sustainable career as a 
female academic in the science fields

 > Faculty action under REI 
Faculties undertook a range of new 
actions under their individual REI 
programs including the establishment 
of a Science Women in Research 
network and preparation of a report 
on gender equity issues and strategies 
for the faculty; an active Faculty of 
Health Research Equity working 
group; and a Faculty of Arts and Social 
Sciences (FASS) report on the impact 
of carer responsibilities on research 
careers. This has resulted in a new 
mentoring scheme for FASS staff 
with primary caring responsibilities 
and the creation of a faculty-based 
research re-establishment grant 

Women in Science AUSTRALIA event
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cases from the preceding year. This year 
E&DU also dealt with the first matter 
specifically related to domestic violence. 

The single largest number of inquiries 
and complaints again concerned 
disability issues (15 matters), followed 
by complaints about sexual harassment/
sex-based discrimination (eight) and 
race (a category that includes colour, 
descent, national or ethnic origin or 
ethno-religious background – seven). The 
number of matters involving inquiries 
about, or allegations of, unfair treatment 
in relation to family/carer responsibilities 
doubled from the previous year (six), and 
interestingly, half of the matters this year 
were raised by students. There were four 
complaints related to unfair treatment 
based on sexual/gender diversity and 
twelve matters involved allegations of 
inappropriate or unfair behaviour which 
fell outside the definitions of unlawful 
harassment or discrimination. 

Equity complaints and 
resolution

In addition to developing and 
implementing a broad range of equity 
and social justice programs aimed at 
promoting a diverse, respectful and 
inclusive campus, E&DU acts as a 
confidential point of contact for staff and 
students who may have concerns about 
discrimination, harassment and unfair 
treatment. The Unit provides information, 
advice and support for staff and students 
and, where relevant and appropriate, 
assists in the resolution of matters. 

The Unit also provides advice and 
assistance to staff on handling unlawful 
discrimination and harassment issues 
and works with colleagues in HRU, the 
Student Support Unit, the Governance 
Support Unit and the Students’ 
Association to address systemic issues. 

In accordance with the University’s 
complaint handling policies, E&DU staff 
assist complainants and managers to 
resolve matters at the lowest appropriate 
level wherever possible. The Unit 
can also provide direct assistance 
in resolving complaints and, when 
required, may be involved in investigating 
more serious or complex cases.

In 2015 the majority of matters that 
came to E&DU’s attention were resolved 
through the provision of information 
or support to individuals at a local 
level. This year the Unit also managed 
a number of complex matters which 
involved some preliminary investigation 
work; however, no matters proceeded 
to a formal investigation stage.

Overall, E&DU handled 32 new student 
matters and 23 new staff matters this 
year, a slight increase in the number of 

Wingara Indigenous 
Employment Strategy

Increasing the numbers of Indigenous 
staff and developing opportunities 
for existing Indigenous staff continue 
to be at the core of the Wingara 
Indigenous Employment Strategy. The 
new 2015–2018 strategy, approved this 
year, introduced two new objectives:

 > Develop Indigenous competency 
amongst non-Indigenous staff
Embedding ‘understanding 
of Indigenous perspectives’ in 
recruitment of UTS staff, and 
‘understanding of Indigenous 
perspectives’ in core UTS business

 > Increase Indigenous economic 
engagement
Embedding Indigenous engagement 
activities into major UTS projects, 
such as eternal contractors 
increasing Indigenous participation 
in UTS-related business

See page 35 for Indigenous staff 
representation and participation in 2015. 

Accessibility

Ensuring all staff and students have 
equitable access to UTS Library 
collections and facilities is a vital 
component of meeting the University’s 
obligations to provide a quality 
educational experience. In 2015, the 
UTS Library redesigned new rooms, 
spaces and technology specifically to 
assist staff and students in need of 
specialist support, including two Assistive 
Technologies Rooms and the addition 
of a book scanner that allows students 
with a print disability to convert reading 
materials into an accessible format.
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Creating opportunities for partnerships 
with industry and community networks 
play an important part in teaching at UTS. 
Part of building up our students to be 
highly employable graduates in a global 
workplace is engaging them in practice-
oriented, research-inspired learning. 
Our curriculum design values diversity 
and inclusivity and encourages innovative 
thinking to solve real-world issues.

UTS Shopfront
The award-winning Shopfront 
Community Program pairs students 
with community-based organisations 
to deliver community-driven outcomes. 
These collaborations allow students 
to develop their skills in a real-world 
context and engage in learning and 
research opportunities that make 
a real contribution to social justice. 
Most projects are completed as part of 
coursework for final year undergraduate 
or postgraduate students.

Faculty of Design, Architecture 
and Building 

Designing refugee stories 

One of Shopfront’s most high-profile 
collaborations in 2015 was with 
Mums 4 Refugees, a grassroots 
advocacy group of mothers finding 
ways to bring positive changes to 
Australia’s treatment of refugees and 
immigration detention system.

Mums 4 Refugees partnered with 
Shopfront and the Faculty of Design, 
Architecture and Building to help 
develop their branding and collateral. 
Five UTS students from the subject 
Socially Responsive Design were able to 
work with Mums 4 Refugees to create 
an animation from the perspective 
of the women on Nauru Island. The 
powerful animation allows the audience 
to empathise with refugees and 
asylum seekers and understand the 
conditions they’ve been subjected to. 

The animation received viral support 
across multiple media channels upon 
release, including GetUp, Daily Life, 
and The Age newspaper, and has been 
viewed over 68 000 times on the Mums 
4 Refugees Facebook page alone.

Siobhan Costigan, a documentary 
filmmaker and the students’ tutor, 
adds, “The students helped to create 
an incredibly powerful and thought-
provoking piece of communication. It’s 
wonderful that Shopfront have provided 
the students with the opportunity 
to develop a project that’s made a 
real and positive contribution to the 
debate over immigration detention.”

Mums4Refugees team: Jonty De 
Klerk, Lu Wang, Siqi Liu, Kenny 
Mak and Alysse Curran 

Supervisor: Siobhan Costigan

The UTS students with Morgan Roche from 
Mums4Refugees. Photo by Rosie Catalano

Our Teaching and Research
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UTS Business School

Studio Artes

A team of postgraduate Management 
Consulting students collaborated 
with Studio Artes to support its 
new social enterprise, Studio A. 

Studio Artes provides meaningful 
inclusion in the community for adults 
with a wide range of disabilities. Its visual 
and performing arts programs build 
individual capabilities and encourage 
creativity and innovation. Studio A aims 
to identify and develop talented artists 
who have a vocational interest in the 
arts to a point where they can pursue 
art professionally, deriving income for 
both the studio and themselves through 
the sale and licensing of produced art. 

The UTS student team – calling 
themselves Arty Consultants – developed 
a licensing strategy to commercialise 
the artwork created by Studio A 
artists. The licensing strategy will 
enable Studio A to grow its income 
by developing artwork into sellable 
products as a viable revenue stream, 
with the profits going back to artists.

“The report provides a great framework 
for Studio A to enter the field of artwork 

licensing,” says Studio Artes Artistic 
Director Gabrielle Mordy. “The quality 
and comprehensive nature of the report 
is well beyond anything we anticipated. 
We’re already drafting potential 
projects to work on with Shopfront.”

The Arty Consultants: Max 
McFarlane, Patrick Murray, Brice 
Vaxelaire, Ida Hammenfors, Fattum 
Prekadini and Nathan Gowdie 

Supervisor: Fiona Sanders 

Artist Mathew Calandra. 
Photo courtesy of Studio Artes

The Arty Consultants team with Gabrielle Mordy (Studio Artes), 
Fiona Sanders, Penny Crofts (Shopfront). Photo supplied

Photo supplied

PROFILE 
Alex McInnes

Research collaboration at Addison Rd 

As part of the Faculty of Arts and Social 
Sciences’ Social Inquiry placement 
subject, Alex McInnis worked 
with not-for-profit Addison Road 
Community Centre (ARCC) to examine 
the closure of women’s refuges 
following the NSW Government’s 
Going Home Staying Home reforms. 

Alex utilised information collected from 
a forum with a range of organisations 
and from interviews with members 
of the local community to develop 
advocacy and communication 
material for ongoing campaigns. Her 
research will help ARCC to amplify 
women’s voices on the issues, secure 
community funding, and support 
efforts to advocate for the government 
to take on the responsibility of 
funding women’s support services.

The ARCC have since hired Alex to 
work with them on future research 
projects, events and communications. 

“It’s been great to work with people 
who are genuinely driven by, and 
interested in, political and social 
issues, and witness how people’s 
ideas can become tangible projects 
when they have the resources and 
space,” says Alex. “The experience 
has made me value everything I’ve 
learnt throughout my degree.”

Supervisor: Barbara Bloch
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5B design team with Deb Sandars and David 
Pescudfrom SWD. Photo by Rosie Catalano
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Faculty of Design, Architecture 
and Building

Sailors With disABILITIES (SWD)

SWD is a volunteer non-profit 
organisation committed to changing 
the way people with a disability 
regard themselves as well as society 
perceptions. With the help of its 130 
volunteers, it uses sailing to build the 
confidence and self-esteem of its nearly 
4000 participants, including children.

A team of five students calling 
themselves 5B collaborated with SWD 
on the development of its digital archive, 
using information that only existed 
as hard copy posters, awards and 
clippings. The students also developed 
the visual identity of SWD’s archive 
project, showcasing 20 years of history 
and the evolution of the organisation.

“Team 5B became the storytellers for our 
organisation. They have created an asset 
for us that will enable SWD to show the 
world what we have achieved,” says Vice 
President of the SWD Board Deb Sanders. 

“They are now part of our community. 
The students were engaged, they were 
thoughtful, they were fun, they were 
innovative, and they were committed.”

SWD was this year awarded the Volunteer 
Management Award by the NSW 
Minister for Sport. They acknowledge 
the development of their volunteer 
recruitment and retention plan by a 
team of UTS Shopfront MBA students in 
2013 as being a key factor in their win. 

SWD 5B team: Thomas Ricciardiello, 
Tania Andriasian, Sophia Lau, Elle 
McCalman and Vincent Salinos 

Supervisor: Sarah Jane Jones

Photo courtesy of SWD
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Illustration of women’s refuge by Interior and 
Spatial Design student Jason Leung

Faculty of Law

International legal internships 

While internships provide invaluable 
work experience for students, the 
opportunity to participate internationally 
can give a student a whole new outlook 
on the world. Law students have the 
option of undertaking an international 
internship as an elective subject as 
part of their law degree. This involves 
a four-week placement at an overseas 
organisation undertaking legal work, 
as well as an academic component 
whereby students reflect on their learning 
experience and the development of 
their legal and professional skills. 

One of the host organisations the Law 
faculty works closely with is Zhicheng 
Public Interest Lawyers (ZPIL) based 
in Beijing and founded by UTS Law 
alumni. ZPIL encompasses several 
legal aid and research centres that 
work for the rights of migrant workers, 
children and women, and in the area of 
criminal legal aid and social development 
initiatives. UTS students use their 
legal skills to assist with comparative 
and international legal research and 
learn about Chinese legal culture, the 
translation of their legal skills in an 
international environment, and the value 
of contributing their expertise towards the 
achievement of social justice for people 
experiencing disadvantage and hardship. 

“The practical experience I gained 
through my work at Zhicheng is 
now being complemented with my 
studies of International Human 
Rights Law, and has put Public 
International Law and Family 
Law into greater perspective.”
UTS law student

Faculty of Law

Discrimination and the Law 

Law reform processes are at the heart of 
the new subject, Discrimination and the 
Law, designed and taught by Lecturer 
Karen O’Connell. The subject engages 
with contemporary discrimination law 
by analysing recent reform proposals 
in areas such as racial vilification laws, 
the legal regulation of online sexual 
harassment and same-sex equality laws. 

As part of their assessment, students 
were required to write a law reform 
submission on a hypothetical draft 
Bill amending the federal Sex 
Discrimination Act. To prepare for this 
piece of assessment they undertook 
a collaborative in-class exercise, 
analysing a recent amendment to 
Tasmania’s anti-discrimination laws 
allowing religious schools to discriminate 
in the enrolment of students. 

The assignment proved an opportunity 
to put new skills and knowledge learned 
into practice. Student feedback on the 
new subject and its focus on law reform 
has been overwhelmingly positive, with 
many describing the assignment as 
“unique and interesting” and “highly 
beneficial”. The students were also 
given the chance to vote on topics 
they would cover in their research 
essay, with transgender discrimination 
being the most popular choice.

In 2015 Discrimination and the Law 
students were visited by former Human 
Rights and Disability Discrimination 
Commissioner Graeme Innes, who was 
the decision-maker in several of the 
key cases covered in the subject and an 
active participant in the development 
of federal disability discrimination law. 
Former Commissioner Innes shared 
his behind-the-scenes stories of 
discrimination cases, law-making and 
law reform in the field. Students were 
deeply appreciative of his knowledge 
and candour, with some students saying 
they were inspired to pursue careers in 
discrimination law following his visit.

Faculty of Design, Architecture 
and Building

Designing women’s refuges

A group of 3rd Year UTS Interior and 
Spatial Design students explored the 
potential for the insertion of a women’s 
refuge into a disused building on Oxford 
Street as part of an intensive studio in 
2015, Women’s Refuge Project: Exhibition.

Led by casual academic Samantha 
Donnelly, the studio examined the 
ways in which the notion of refuge can 
be integrated into inner city fabric, 
how the refuge deals with the intimate 
domestic language of the residential 
units, and the complex institutional 
language of the refuge. The refuges 
designs included consultation spaces 
and accommodation spaces for up 
to eight women and their children.

The students who tackled this studio 
fought to understand the complexity of 
the issues of domestic violence, while 
thinking through the strenuous and 
often demanding design parameters 
of integrating spatial layers into an 
already complex environment. During 
the semester students were able to 
discuss their ideas with refuge veterans 
such as author Anne Summers and 
Roxanne McMurray (a spokeswoman 
for advocacy group SOS Women’s 
Services), with many discussions 
during the exhibition held about the 
future of women’s refuges in Sydney 
and the potential for these students’ 
works to make a public statement.

The projects were exhibited at Ambush 
Gallery, Central Park in November 2015. 

OUR TEACHING AND RESEARCH
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Faculty of Design, Architecture 
and Building

Designing refugee settlement 
camps in Sydney

With the UN reporting that there 
are over 60 million displaced people 
worldwide, Interior and Spatial students 
from UTS’s School of Design were 
challenged with developing plans for 
refugee resettlement camps across 
Sydney as part of their curriculum.

“We set tasks for our students to challenge 
traditional thought processes that 
demonstrate how broad the discipline 
of design is. Not only do we want our 
graduates to solve spatial and ambience 
challenges, we inspire them to develop 
the skills necessary to make real societal 
change,” says UTS Course Director of 
Interior and Spatial Design Thea Brejzek.

The intensive design studio presented 
95 students with the scenario that five 
waterfront Sydney suburbs including 
Balmain, Bronte and Milson Point will be 
resettling a group of confirmed refugees.

Students were tasked with designing 
temporary and mobile emergency 
structures using sustainable materials 
that could be constructed quickly and with 
ease. The accommodation was required 
to be adaptable to varying family sizes.

The sites also had to outline how 
these communities could establish 
micro-economies such as furniture 
recycling, workshops, vegetable gardens, 
cafés, to encourage interaction and 
engagement with the local community.

The diversity of the proposals presented 
illustrated the capability that critical 
design thinking can have in unraveling 
some of the world’s most complex 
challenges. A select few presented 
their final proposals to Senior Policy 
Officer at the Refugee Council of 
Australia Lucy Morgan who says 
that now, more than ever, we need 
innovative ideas for responding to 
the needs of displaced people.

“Record numbers of people are fleeing 
conflict and persecution but governments 
just aren’t showing the kind of leadership 
that is needed to resolve this global crisis. 
It’s great to see UTS incorporating this 
kind of thinking into its curriculum.” 

Interior and Spatial Design student presents his refugee 
resettlement proposal. Photo by Emma Roden

OUR TEACHING AND RESEARCH
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Designing new interventions for people with 
mental illness. Photo supplied

Research

Enhancing our research performance is 
critical to UTS’s vision of being a world-
leading university; however, it’s also 
focused on making the world a better-
informed and more collegial space.

As detailed in the UTS Research Strategy 
2010-2015, the University aspires to 
produce research that delivers real 
benefits for society, industry and the 
environment, as well as solutions to 
national and international challenges. 
This includes research that is socially 
and ethically relevant and encompasses 
social justice, human rights and equity. 

Faculty of Design, Architecture 
and Building / Design Innovation 
Research Centre

Designing a systems response 
for people with mental illness – 
Mieke van der Bijl-Brouwer

Many different agencies are involved 
to support people with a severe mental 
illness when they are in acute need 
for help, including mental health 
professionals, ambulance paramedics, 
police officers, social workers and 
NGOs. Unfortunately, the way the 
system is currently organised is not 
always conducive to people being able 
to provide the appropriate support, 
and there are often conflicts between 
service providers about responsibilities. 

This research project was aimed at 
supporting Hunter Partners in Recovery 
(PIR) in collectively designing solutions 
for these problems. A collaborative 
design innovation approach was used 
which included the main stakeholders 
in the system, including people with a 
severe and persistent mental illness, 
their family and carers, and people 
working in the service provision system.

The project led to the development of 
four directions for solutions, two of which 
were developed into prototypes that are 
currently implemented and being tested 
by Hunter PIR. One addresses the lack 
of feedback that service providers get on 

the effect of their actions. A ‘coaching 
team’ was developed aimed at providing 
reflective practice and motivation for 
service providers through given feedback 
on complete journeys of people going 
through a mental episode. The other 
solution was a ‘satellite team’ aimed 
at providing sub-acute support before 
people get into a crisis. This satellite team 
combines health and social support to 
make sure individuals receive a cohesive 
set of services. The project has also led to 
better engagement amongst stakeholders 
and increased innovation capability within 
each of the participating agencies.

Faculty of Health 

Life-saving commodities to improve access 
to emergency contraception in low and 
middle income countries – Angela Dawson

The United Nations Commission on 
Life-Saving Commodities for Women 
and Children, formed in 2012, developed 
a framework for action on Reproductive, 
Maternal, Newborn, and Child Health 
products. This framework outlines a 
priority list of 13 commodities, including 
emergency contraception, and sought 
to develop recommendations to 
rapidly increase both access and use 
especially in low and middle income 
countries. It is estimated that the lives 
of 6 million women and children can 
be saved by 2017 by increasing access 
to, and use of, these 13 commodities. 
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Photo of Christina Ho by Chris Bennett

Senior Lecturer in the Faculty of Health 
Angela Dawson was invited by the World 
Health Organization to contribute to the 
development of these recommendations. 
This involved leading an examination of 
the current evidence to understand which 
health service delivery interventions 
can improve access to emergency 
contraception pills (ECP) for women in 
the poorest countries. The synthesis of 
this evidence has informed technical 
guidelines to assist policy makers in low 
and middle income countries to plan 
improved service delivery, and workforce 
interventions to empower women to 
prevent unplanned pregnancies. 

Research over the past 30 years has 
shown that ECP is safe and effective, 
however, a number of barriers limit 
women’s access to ECP, including low 
awareness among women and health 
care providers, opposition and bias due 
to misconceptions about ECP, policy 
restrictions, cultural issues, and supply 
chain disconnects. Dawson identified 
evidence-based strategies for country 
use and developed a series of indicators 
to help countries monitor the quality 
of services and performance of health 
workers. It is hoped these guidelines and 
tools will help to increase the acceptability, 
affordability and quality of, and emergency 
contraception products to, poor women. 

Faculty of Arts and Social 
Sciences / Cosmopolitan Civil 
Societies Research Centre

Sydney, Schools and Segregation: 
The Social Impacts of School Choice 
and Gentrification – Christina Ho 

Providing families with free choice 
over where to send their children to 
school is presented as a democratic 
right, as well as the best mechanism 
for improving schools’ performance and 
accountability. However, there is now 
substantial evidence from around the 
world that the creation of a marketplace 
in schools increases inequality between 
richer and poorer schools, and of 
course, richer and poorer students.

This three-year research project 
examined the social impacts of two key 
changes in Australia’s urban landscape: 
gentrification, which has seen middle 
class Anglo Australians moving into 
traditionally working class areas in 
many cities, and the policy of school 
choice, which encourages parents to 
choose ‘desirable’ schools for their 
children. The project demonstrated 
that gentrification and school choice 
have exacerbated levels of inequality 
and segregation between schools, and 
to a lesser extent, within schools. 

Looking at high schools in the wider 
Sydney region revealed a highly divided 
education system, with some elite private 
schools operating as virtually mono-
cultural bastions of whiteness, while 
public schools – including selective 
schools – are sometimes overwhelmingly 
dominated by students from language 
backgrounds other than English. 

Research found that students with 
a language background other than 
English made up 52% of all enrolments 
in Sydney’s public high schools in 
2011 while the share in independent 
schools was just 22%. The proportion 
in Catholic schools was 37%. “Schools 
are becoming more segregated in terms 
of both class and ethnicity,” says Ho. 

“More and more students are going to 
schools that do not represent the range 
of people in their neighbourhood.”

Ho raised concerns about the lack 
of cultural diversity in north shore 
private schools because they play 
such an important role in educating 
the children of Australia’s cultural 
and political elite, and are sites where 
powerful networks are forged. 

“The fact that there are so few students 
from language backgrounds other than 
English raises questions about the 
ethnic exclusivity of these networks, 
with ramifications for the composition 
of Australia’s future political, cultural 
and economic leaders,” says Ho. 
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Enterprise in WASH – Naomi 
Carrard and Juliet Willetts

ISF is leading a large-scale competitive 
research grant investigating the role 
of private and social enterprises in 
water and sanitation service delivery in 
Southeast Asia with a view to improving 
outcomes for poor households. 
The four-year study funded by the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade is a partnership between ISF, four 
international civil society organisations 
and local research institutions in 
Indonesia, Timor-Leste and Vietnam. In 
2015, the team undertook a significant 
study of private enterprise engagement 
in rural water supply in Vietnam, 
analysing the relative experiences of 
poor and non-poor households across 
eight provinces and comparing service 
outcomes associated with private, 
government and community providers. 
Results of the research were shared at 
a national government workshop with 
representation of more than 60 provinces. 
Close engagement with relevant 
ministries is informing the development 
of improved regulatory arrangements 
for private sector engagement in rural 
water supply, with a particular focus 
on ensuring equitable outcomes.

Institute for Sustainable Futures (ISF)

Advancing Gender Equality in the 
Pacific – Keren Winterford

Commissioned by the Australian 
Department of Foreign Affairs and 
Trade, ISF supported the Department of 
Women in Fiji to strengthen monitoring 
and evaluation (M&E) of their program 
activities. The Department sits under 
the Ministry of Women, Children and 
Poverty Alleviation and implements a 
range of programs to increase gender 
equality and women’s empowerment. 
Informed by the Government of 
Fiji’s Women’s Plan of Action, the 
Department of Women programs 
include income-generating projects 
for women’s groups and community 
based initiatives to end violence against 
women, as well as other activities to 
promote equal access to services and 
increase women’s access to justice and 
participation in decision-making roles. 

Keren in workshop discussions with Department 
of Women Fiji officers. Photo supplied

M&E within the department and across 
government is one of the core objectives 
in the implementation of Fiji’s National 
Gender Policy. ISF led key activities 
to identify current M&E practices and 
strengths to build on as well as gaps to 
address. An action plan was prepared 
with the Department of Women to 
guide the work and develop shared 
commitment for strengthening M&E. 
Two participatory workshops were held 
with department staff to inform the 
development of a framework that will 
guide the future practice of M&E, and 
ultimately better contribute to the lives of 
women in Fiji. The work of the Institute 
was reported widely in the Fiji Times 
and Fiji Sun publications and highlights 
Australia’s commitment to advancing 
gender equality in the Pacific region.
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Photo by Joanne Saad

Faculty of Law

Ethical supply chains – Brynn O’Brien

An Australian company is considering 
financing an agricultural project in 
Cambodia which threatens to destroy 
a whole village. Another has a clothing 
supply chain in Bangladesh and wants 
to know the factories in which their 
products are made have safe and fair 
working conditions. How do they make 
sure their conduct is responsible and 
doesn’t threaten the human rights of 
people affected by their activities?

This is the inquiry being undertaken by 
UTS PhD student and international lawyer 
Brynn O’Brien. “My research asks the 
question: what is the nature and extent 
of corporate responsibility to respect 
human rights in the complex, networked 
environment of global business?

“Globalisation has outpaced the 
development of laws to deal with its 
consequences. We’ve seen a pattern of 
dissipation of responsibility for human 
rights impacts through contracting, 
subcontracting and corporate group 
structures and there is no effective 
international regulatory system 
that deals with this complexity.”

What we do have are international 
guidelines, which O’Brien is using 
to uncover patterns and trends that 
will help businesses develop “a 
sophisticated understanding of corporate 
human rights responsibilities and 
impacts throughout all the different 
configurations of global business.”

To do this, she’s building on the 2011 
United Nation Guiding Principles on 
Business and Human Rights. “It’s 
a really new field and also quite 
highly contested,” says O’Brien.

“These new international business and 
human rights frameworks revolutionise 
our understanding of what corporate 
responsibility means. The issues are very 
complex and diverse. Depending on the 
business configuration or the issue in 
their value chain, the responses are going 
to be different. So it’s difficult to design 
hard law to deal with these problems.”

While many countries, like the UK, 
France, Germany, the US and Malaysia, 
are making progress by developing 
National Action Plans on Business and 
Human Rights to guide companies’ 
conduct, Australia has a long way to go. 

“There is certainly a demand from the 
business community to understand 
these new frameworks – what is the 
nature and extent of their responsibility? 
What are their obligations? How can 
their understanding evolve in order to 
generate positive impacts on the ground?”

“I would love it if every Australian 
company got on board and had a human 
rights policy, and asked some really 
effective questions in their procurement 
practices. I think a tiny proportion of 
the big companies do that, but I’m 
really interested in small to medium 
enterprises with transnational supply 
chains. Most of them aren’t doing 
anything and they’re just as exposed 
to the risk that their operations violate 
people’s human rights as anyone else.”

Excerpt reproduced with 
permission from U: magazine
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Role playing in Kenya. Photo supplied

Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

Making Transitional Justice Work 
for Women: Rights, Resilience and 
Responses to Violence Against Women in 
Northern Uganda, Kenya and Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC) – Lucy Fiske

This research investigated the efficacy 
of transitional justice for women after 
mass violence in Kenya, northern 
Uganda and eastern DRC. The research 
has involved travelling to urban and 
remote communities affected by violence 
and listening to around 300 women’s 
experiences of justice, obstacles to 
accessing justice, and, most importantly, 
their ideas about what justice means 
to them and what processes they think 
would help them attain justice. The 
opportunity for some women research 
participants to additionally engage in 
the data analysis phase of the research 
proved not only invaluable, but was truly 
appreciated by the women themselves.

In addition to hearing the views of women 
affected by violence, the research initiated 
a global network of scholars working on 
gender justice issues in conflict affected 
environments. The research team 
interviewed over 150 key people with 
experience in justice systems ranging 
from local traditional justice mechanisms 
through to national health, reconciliation, 
legal and policy systems, through to 
those working in the international arena. 

The project is a partnership between 
UTS, University of Sydney, ActionAid 
Australia, Kenya, DRC and Uganda and 
was funded by Australia’s Department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT). 
It has produced reports, policy briefs, 
journal articles and a two-day global 
symposium as well as other outputs 
aimed at amplifying the views of women 
most affected by mass violence and 
for whom justice is often remote and 
ineffective. The project’s core outputs 
are aimed at influencing local, national 
and international policy frameworks to 
better serve women affected by violence. 

Faculty of Design, Architecture 
and Building

Ethnic discrimination in Sydney’s 
rental housing markets – Heather 
MacDonald and Jacqueline Nelson

Sydney’s tight rental market limits 
housing choices for the less well off. 
But are there other factors that might 
affect this – such as ethnicity? This study 
was the first systematic investigation 
in Australia of whether prospective 
renters of different ethnicities are treated 
differently in rental housing markets. 
A paired testing method was used to 
investigate whether Anglo renters are 
treated similarly or differently to Indian 
and Muslim Middle Eastern renters. 
The study was conducted across the 
Sydney metropolitan area in 2013 with 

matched pairs of testers (differing on 
ethnicity) independently contacting an 
agent and attending an inspection for 
the same property. Each tester then 
completed a detailed questionnaire 
recording what the agent had told them. 

The research, completed in 2015, 
showed agents in most cases favoured 
the Anglo tester. Agents were three 
to more than four times more likely 
to offer Anglo testers an individual 
appointment to inspect the property, to 
ask Anglo testers about their housing 
needs, and to tell them of other available 
housing. Anglo testers were also more 
likely to be given further information 
about the application process that 
minority testers were not given and to 
be contacted after the inspection. 

The research suggests that relying only 
on complaints of discrimination is likely 
to underestimate substantially the actual 
incidence of differential treatment. 
The study raises interesting questions 
about whether more consistent studies 
of housing discrimination might be a 
useful supplement to a complaints-
driven anti-discrimination enforcement 
policy. The study was funded by the 
Australian Research Council Discovery 
Program and was a collaboration 
with academics from Western Sydney 
University and Deakin University.
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APPENDIX 1 STUDENT OUTCOMES: ACCESS, PARTICIPATION, SUCCESS AND ATTRITION

1.  All data in this report is correct as of 19 April, 2016 — the run date of the BI reports

2.  Additional supplementary information such as student headcounts and Equivalent Full Time Student Load (EFTSL) figures have
been provided to assist with accurate interpretation of the data. One reason for this is the removal of enrolment caps under the
Commonwealth Grants Scheme [CGS] in 2012 resulting in larger overall numbers of students at UTS [therefore percentages alone
may not be fully illustrative of trends].

COVERAGE
Data provided in this Appendix relates 
to domestic undergraduate students 
unless otherwise specified. 

Compacts definition of domestic 
undergraduate student: All domestic 
students with a permanent home address 
in Australia enrolled in an undergraduate 
course [including Honours, Diploma, 
Advanced Diploma and other award 
courses] in an institution. Each student 
is counted only once even if they have a 
combined degree. Source: Department of 
Education, Employment and Workplace 
Relations [2011]. Performance Funding: 
Technical Guidelines. Issued by Higher 
Education Group, September 2011.

DEFINITIONS
The following terms and abbreviations 
are used in the commentary:

• Access: The headcount of students
in their commencing year, expressed 
as a percentage of the total number of 
domestic undergraduate students.

• Participation: The headcount of
all students enrolled, expressed as 
a percentage of the total number of 
domestic undergraduate students.

• Success: The Equivalent Full Time
Student Load [EFTSL] passed by 
students in a given year, calculated as 
a proportion of all EFTSLs attempted.

• Attrition: The headcount of students
who do not return to study after 
being enrolled in the previous year, 
expressed as a percentage of total 
headcount in the previous year. 

• EFTSL: Equivalent Full Time
Student Load is a measure of the 
student load of a student expressed 
as a proportion of the student load 
of a full-time student in a course.

• Indigenous: Undergraduate and
postgraduate Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander students [self-identified].

• LSES: Students from low socio-
economic status [LSES] backgrounds, 
based on the Australian Bureau 
of Statistics’ Index of Education 
and Occupation [IEO] calculated 
from the 2011 Census data. 

• Disability: Students with a
disability [self identified].

• InpUTS: Students entering UTS through
the inpUTS Educational Access Scheme 
and requiring the ATAR concession.

• All UTS students: All UTS students
enrolled in bachelor programs 
including high SES, medium SES, 
low SES, disability, Indigenous 
students and inpUTS students.

• Equity Scholarship: Recipients of
Commonwealth and UTS Diversity 
Access Scholarships. Equity 
scholarships are based on income 
assessment and not LSES indicator.

• All UTS – no Equity Scholarship:
All UTS domestic undergraduate 
students, excluding those in receipt 
of an Equity Scholarship.

• The average growth rate is a
commonly used measure for growth 
over multiple periods of time and 
is calculated using the formula 
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Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander identification. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; 
Report: Access (Commencements) – equity groups, from 2005 v05 – Compact – incl Aus11. Accessed on 14 April 2016.

INDIGENOUS STUDENTS

• Indigenous student access has improved in 2015 to 1.5 % after remaining relatively stable from 1.1% in 2014 and 1.2% in 2013. The
actual headcount data indicates 35 additional Indigenous students accessing UTS in 2015, which is the largest annual increase since 
2012.

Note: Headcounts are used for all charts related to Indigenous students. Due to the small numbers involved, fluctuations in total 
student enrolments can be overly influential on the statistics for this group. 

Chart 1
INDIGENOUS ACCESS: Percentage and headcount of all [undergraduate and postgraduate] Indigenous students in their  
commencing year.
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Chart 2

INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION: Percentage and headcount of all domestic undergraduate and postgraduate Indigenous students 
enrolled in all years. 

• Total Indigenous participation as a % of all student participation slightly increased to 1.0% in 2015 from 0.9% in 2014. Historical
headcount data indicates that 37 more Indigenous students participating in 2015 than in 2014. Although the participating headcounts 
have been varying over the past five years, the increase in 2015 appears to be the largest due to increased outreach and schools 
engagement opportunities. 

Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander identification. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; 
Report: Participation – equity groups, from 2004 v04 – Compact. Accessed on 14 April 2016.
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Chart 3
INDIGENOUS PARTCIPATION AS A UTS KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: Percentage of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander students of all undergraduate domestic students – including non-responses on Indigenous identification. 

• The Indigenous student participation KPI currently has an aspirational target of 2.2% by 2018. This KPI has been reviewed under a
newly approved KPI Framework and will be reporting from 2016 the actual headcount of all Indigenous students (undergraduates, 
postgraduates and research) enrolling in mainstream degree programs. An aspirational target for this new KPI has not yet been 
established.

• The headcount data including non-responses on Indigenous identification indicates that 42 more Indigenous undergraduate students
enrolled in 2015 than in 2014, a good result considering that the Indigenous undergraduate student headcounts over the past four 
years had been declining. 

Data sources: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; Report: KPI UEE2.1: Indigenous Participation by Faculty. Accessed on 14 April 2016.

Note: Targets are decided by Council in November of each year, and have historically been based on Compacts agreements with the Department. The targets are outlined in the UTS KPI Scorecard 
of 2015. KPI-UEE2 uses the definition of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students as undergraduate domestic students, as a percentage of all undergraduate domestic students – including non-
responses on Indigenous identification. 
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Chart 4
INDIGENOUS ATTRITION: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate and postgraduate Indigenous students who did 
not return to study after being enrolled in the previous year. Ideally the figures will be low, and trends over time should demonstrate 
decreasing levels of attrition.

• The Indigenous student attrition rate declined to 13.2% in 2015 from 20.8% in 2014. Historical data indicates that the attrition rate for
Indigenous students has been higher than for non-Indigenous students, however the gap appears to be narrowing in recent years. 

• The headcount data indicates attrition for Indigenous student was 2015 is 29, the lowest since 2006. It should be noted that as the
Indigenous student population in UTS is small (0.9%) compared to the general university’s student population, any small variations in 
Indigenous student attrition headcounts will impact significantly on the attrition rates as a percentage.

Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Indigenous identification. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: govt_eqattr. Accessed on 15 April 
2016.
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Chart 5
INDIGENOUS SUCCESS: Percentage and Equivalent Full Time Student Load [EFTSL] passed by domestic undergraduate and 
postgraduate Indigenous students.

• The Indigenous student success rate decreased from 77.2% to 74.7 % in 2014. Historical data indicated that success rates for
Indigenous students has been improving between 2010 and 2013 but declining over the past two years. The decline is attributed to 
changes to the Unistart enabling program. All award courses have seen success rates improve since 2011 since the introduction of the 
Indigenous Education and Employment Policy. 

• The non-Indigenous success rate has slightly improved in 2015 to 91.3% from 90.9% in 2014. When comparing the success rates for
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students, it is important to note that Indigenous student numbers are much smaller than the general 
student population, and therefore any small changes in Indigenous data will result in much larger variation as a percentage than for 
non-Indigenous students. 

Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Indigenous identification. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqsucc; Report: Success– equity 
groups, from 2004 v05 – Compact – incl Aus11. Accessed on 15 April 2016. Note: EFTSL rounded to nearest whole number.
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Chart 6
INDIGENOUS PARTICIPATION: Percentage and headcount of domestic Indigenous higher degree research (HDR) students and 
domestic non-Indigenous HDR students.

• Indigenous higher degree research students participation has increased since 2011 from 0.9% [7 students] to 1.7% [16 students]
in 2015 with an average growth rate of 18.0%. The number of Indigenous HDR students noticeably increased during this period, 
while the headcount for domestic non-Indigenous HDR initally increased during 2011-2014 (from 799 to 942 students) but 
declined slightly since then to 938 in 2015. This demonstrates an average growth rate of 3.3% for the 2011 to 2015 period.

Note: This table does not include students who provided no information regarding their Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander identification. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: 
utseqdis; Report: Indigenous HDR participation (utseqdis). Accessed on 26 April 2016.
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Chart 7
ACCESS: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate equity group students in their commencing year.

INPUTS 
• Access rate by inpUTS students has
slightly decreased in 2015 (13.4%) from 
13.7% in 2014. Historical headcount 
data indicates that the number 
of inpUTS students commencing 
undergraduate studies at UTS has 
been varying over the past 6 years.

DISABILITY 
• Access by students with disability
increased to 4.5% in 2015 from 3.8% in 
2014. Historical headcount data indicates 
that the access by students with disability 
has been steadily increasing since 2013.

LSES  
• Access by LSES students slightly
declined in 2015 (11.7%) from 12.2% 
in 2014. Headcount data shows 
that the number of LSES students 
has increased from 515 in 2010 
to 803 in 2015, demonstrating an 
average growth rate of 7.7%. 

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; Report: Access (Commencements) – equity groups, from 2005 v05 – Compact – incl Aus11. Accessed on 15 April 2016.
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Chart 8
PARTICIPATION: Percentage and headcount of all domestic undergraduate equity group students enrolled in each year.

INPUTS 
• Participation by inpUTS students has
been relatively steady between 15.4% 
in 2012 and 15.9% in 2015. Historical 
headcount data indicates that the number 
of inpUTS students enrolling in UTS 
has been steadily increasing from 2226 
in 2010 to 3470 in 2015, demonstrating 
an average growth rate of 7.7%

DISABILITY 
• Participation by students with disability
has been steadily increasing from 
3.9% in 2010 to 4.6% in 2015. Historical 
headcount data shows that the number 
students with disability enrolling in 
UTS has been steadily increasing 
from 661 in 2010 to 992 in 2015 with 
an average growth rate of 7.0%

LSES  
• Participation by LSES students
increased slightly from 11.6% in 
2014 to 11.8% in 2015. However, the 
historical headcount data indicates 
that the number of LSES students 
in UTS has increased from 1826 in 
2010 to 2564 in 2015, demonstrating 
an average growth rate of 5.8%.

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; Report: Participation – equity groups, from 2004 v04 – Compact. Accessed on 15 April 2016.
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Chart 9
ATTRITION: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate equity group students who did not return to study after being 
enrolled in the previous year. Ideally the figures will be low, and trends over time should demonstrate decreasing levels of attrition.

INPUTS 
• Attrition by inpUTS students has
increased in 2015 to 5.5% (181 students) 
from 5.1% (152 students) in 2014. The 
attrition rates for inpUTS students are 
generally lower than other equity groups 
and lower than UTS students generally.

DISABILITY 
• Attrition by students with disability has
been varying over the past six years. It 
noticeably increased to 10.3% in 2015 
from 6.6% in 2014. It should be noted that 
the attrition headcounts for students with 
disability are relatively small. Hence, any 
small variations in these numbers result 
in larger variations in percentages. 

LSES  
• Attrition by LSES students has varied
between 6.3% and 7.9% over the past 
six years. The attrition headcounts for 
LSES students have increased from 126 
in 2013 to 178 in 2015. Historical data 
indicates that attrition rates for LSES 
students on average are slightly higher 
than for UTS students generally. 

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: govt_eqattr; Report: Attrition – equity groups, from 2006 v 05 Compact. Accessed on 15 April 2016. 
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Chart 10
SUCCESS: Percentage and Equivalent Full Time Student Load [EFTSL] passed by domestic undergraduate equity group students.

INPUTS 
• The success rate of inpUTS students
has improved by 1.7% from 90.2% [2487 
EFTSL] in 2014 to 91.7% [2599 EFTSL] in 
2015. In 2015, this success rate was the 
highest among the equity groups at UTS, 
and also higher than the success rate 
of all domestic undergraduate students 
for the first time in the past six years. 

DISABILITY 
• Students with disability had a marginal
increase (0.3%) in their success rate from 
87.2% in 2014 to 87.5% in 2015. This is 
an additional 81 EFTSL passed in 2015 
compared with 2014. Success rates for 
domestic undergraduate UTS students 
improved by 0.8% in 2015 from 90.8% 
[14,838 EFTSL] to 91.6% [15,695 EFTSL].

LSES  
• The success rate of LSES students
improved from 88.9% [1699 EFTSL] in 
2014 to 89.9% [1809 EFTSL] in 2015. 
LSES students had the second highest 
increase in the success rate (1.0% 
increase) among the equity groups at 
UTS in 2015. An additional 110 EFTSL 
passed in 2015 compared to 2014. 
Historical data indicates that the success 
rate for LSES students at UTS has 
been steadily increasing from 2013. 

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqsucc; Report: Success – equity groups, from 2004 v05 – Compact – incl Aus11. Accessed on 15 April 2016. Note: EFTSL rounded to 
nearest whole number.
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APPENDIX 2
STUDENTS ENTERING UTS THROUGH HIGHER EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING (VET), INSEARCH, AND 
SECONDARY EDUCATION

STUDENT ENTRY PATHWAYS: ACCESS, PARTICIPATION, SUCCESS AND ATTRITION

Higher Education Pathway: Refers to 
students who have entered UTS on the 
basis of one prior year of university study.

VET Pathway: Refers to students 
admitted to UTS on the basis of prior 
Vocational Education and Training (VET) 
through a TAFE or private college.

INSEARCH Pathway: Refers to students 
gaining entry on the basis of study at 
Insearch, a UTS specific pathway provider 
offering academic English programs, UTS 
Foundation Studies (on behalf of UTS). 

Secondary Education Pathway: Refers 
to students admitted to UTS on the basis 
of secondary studies, regardless of 
time elapsed since Year 12. At UTS this 
group represents the pathway option for 
the greatest proportion of studnets. 

DEFINITIONS
The following terms and abbreviations are used in the commentary:

Chart 11
ACCESS: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate students entering UTS through various pathways in their 
commencing year.

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqdis; Government Domestic Headcount by Basis of Admission and Insearch, Commencing, Undergraduate only. Accessed on 15 April 2016. 
Note: The total of commencements and participation do not add to 100% given small numbers of students are admitted on the basis of other qualifications/arrangements too small to meaningfully 
include in the charting (e.g. Special Tertiary Admissions Test, forced offers approved by faculty, offers to some courses with Scholarships).
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HIGHER EDUCATION 
• Access by students who had one prior year of undergraduate study in another institution, decreased from 20.8% [1421 students] in
2014 to 18.4% [1269 students] in 2015. Headcount as well as access for these students showed an increase from 2010 to 2012, and 

again from 2012 to 2014. 

VET 
• Access by students using the VET pathway dropped from 11.5% [786 students] to 9.6% [662 students] in 2015. Historical data
indicates that headcounts of these students steadily increased from 486 in 2010 to 786 in 2014, but dropped to 662 in 2015. 

INSEARCH 
• Access by students using the INSEARCH pathway increased from 3.1 % [212 students] to 4.8% in 2015 [331]. Entry through this
pathway saw steady growth from 3.0% in 2010 to 4.5% in 2012 but declined in the following two years. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION  
• Access through the Secondary Education pathway has consistently remained the largest pathway option for students since 2010. The
number of students using this pathway increased from 2795 in 2010 to 4293 in 2015 with an average growth rate of 7.4%. Entry through 
this pathway increased to 62.3% in 2015 from 58.2% in 2014, which is the largest annual rate increase during the last six years.
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Chart 12 
PARTICIPATION: Percentage and headcount of all domestic undergraduate students who entered UTS through various pathways 
enrolled in each year.

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: govt_eqattr; TLC Attrition Rate and Not Continuing From Prior Year by Basis of Admission and Insearch, Undergraduate only. Accessed on 8 May, 
2015. Ideally the figures will be low, and trends over time should demonstrate decreasing levels of attrition.
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HIGHER EDUCATION 
• Participation by students, who had one prior year of undergraduate study in another institution, had a steady growth from 14.5% in
2010 to 17.6% in 2014. Although the number of students using this pathway increased from 3618 in 2014 to 3837 in 2015, the proportion 

of these students among all domestic undergraduate students has remained stable at 17.6% in 2015. 

VET 
• Participation by students using a VET pathway has slightly declined from 10.9% in 2014 to 10.3% in 2015. The number of students
using a VET pathway increased from 1887 in 2010 to 2239 in 2015, however the participation rate by these students has fluctuated 

around 11.0% for the 2010-2015 period. 

INSEARCH 
• Participation by INSEARCH pathway students increased from 3.7% [763 students] to 4.0% in 2015 [879]. For the past six years the
participation rate by these students has been steadily increasing from 2.5% in 2010 to 4.0% in 2015. The number of student using this 

pathway increased from 433 to 879 in 2015 with an average growth rate of 12.5%. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION  
• Participation by Secondary Education pathway students has been steady at around 62% for the past five years. The participation
rate for these students increased from 61.8% [12,723 students] to 62.6% [13,621 students] in 2015. The Secondary Education pathway 
students comprise the majority of domestic undergraduate students at UTS.
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Chart 13
ATTRITION: Percentage and headcount of domestic undergraduate students who entered UTS through various pathways who did not 
return to study after being enrolled in the previous year. 

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: govt_eqattr; TLC Attrition Rate and Not Continuing From Prior Year by Basis of Admission and Insearch, Undergraduate only. Accessed on 18 April 
2016. Ideally the figures will be low, and trends over time should demonstrate decreasing levels of attrition.
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HIGHER EDUCATION 
• Attrition among students, who had one prior year of undergraduate study in another institution, declined from 6.3% [163 students] in
2010 to 4.7% [137 students] in 2013, then increased to 6.1% [192] in 2014. In 2015 the attrition rate for these students remained at 6.1%.  

VET 
• Attrition for students entering UTS through a VET pathway has been the highest for the past six years compared with students
accessing UTS through other pathways. After a slight decrease in attrition from 2011 (8.4%) to 7.8% in 2013, there was a sharp 
increase in 2013 to 11.1%. In 2015 the attrition rate increased to 12.1% [273 students] from the 2014 rate of 11.1% [230 students].

INSEARCH 
• Attrition for students using the INSEARCH pathway fluctuated from 4.2% [17 students] in 2010 to 6.4% [49 students] in 2014. The
number of students using this pathway who did not return to study after being enrolled in the previous year, was lower than student 
numbers using other pathways. Attrition for these students increased from 3.9% [20 students] in 2012 to 6.4% [49 students] in 2015. 
It should be noted that the number of students associated with this group is relatively small, and, with the overall increase in student 
load, any small variations in attrition numbers will have a noticeable effect on the reported percentages. The attrition for this group is 
lower than that of all UTS students, hence, these results should be interpreted with care.

SECONDARY EDUCATION  
• Attrition by Secondary Education pathway students had steadily increased from 4.9% [519 students] in 2011 to 6.2% [740 students]
in 2014 but slightly decreased to 6.0% [765 students] in 2015. The number of students that did not return to study after enrolling in the 
previous year, increased from 519 in 2011 to 765 in 2015 with an average growth rate of 8.1%, which is greater than the 6.7% average 
growth rate in attrition for all domestic undergraduate students in the same time period 
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Chart 14
SUCCESS: Percentage and Equivalent Full Time Student Load [EFTSL] passed by domestic undergraduate students who entered UTS 
through various pathways. 

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqsucc; EFTSL Passed and Pass Rate by Basis of Admission and Insearch Report, Undergraduate only. Accessed on 18 April 2016. Note: EFTSL 
passed is used to measure success as opposed to headcount. EFTSL rounded to nearest whole number.
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HIGHER EDUCATION 
• Success among students, who had one prior year of undergraduate study in another institution, slightly decreased from 91.8%
[1108 EFTSL] in 2014 to 91.2% [947 EFTSL] in 2015. Prior to 2015, success for this group had been the highest among other pathway 

categories (see Chart 13) and consistently higher than for all domestic undergraduate students at UTS.

VET 
• Success for students using a VET pathway increased by 2.9% between 2013 and 2014, however declined in 2015 by 1.4%. The EFTSL
passed of students entering UTS through a VET pathway has fluctuated between 322 and 467 over the past 6 years. 

INSEARCH 
• Success for students using the INSEARCH pathway increased by 1.6% in 2015 to 86.3%, up from 84.7% in 2014. After a decline
between 2011 and 2013, the success rate for students from this group has been gradually increasing. The number of students from the 
INSEARCH pathway successfully completing their study has more than doubled over the past six years from 299 EFTSL in 2010 to 617 
in 2015. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION  
• Success for students who have entered UTS through the traditional Secondary Education pathway increased from 91.4% [3342
EFTSL] in 2014 to 92.2% [3603 EFTSL] in 2015. The success rate for this group has been increasing for the past three years and has 
outperformed the category of all UTS domestic undergraduate students over the past two years. 
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APPENDIX 3
STUDENTS FROM LOW SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS [LSES] BACKGROUNDS: EQUITY SCHOLARSHIPS

BACKGROUND 
The sharp decreases in these data series 
in 2013 are thought to be related to 
various changes in the administrative and 
reporting procedures for scholarships. 
This was, in part, due to changes in 
which scholarships are reported to 
the government; the gradual phasing 
out of UTS administered scholarships 
towards more centrally administered 
Commonwealth Scholarships; and the 
introduction of start-up scholarships 
for LSES students through Centrelink.

Non-Indigenous Commonwealth 
scholarships were no longer on offer 
through UTS from 2010, however those 
who already had the scholarships were 
paid out over their remaining time as 
students at UTS. The large ‘drop’ in 
the data in 2013 can be attributed to 
the last of these scholarship recipients 
graduating from UTS. The large increases 
in 2014 and 2015 are likely to be related 
to the automation of the reporting of 
Diversity Access Scholarships, as well 
as the increase in overall load since 
2013. It should be noted that when 
examining data with cohorts of a small 
size, minimal changes in the data 
appears to change significantly when 
viewed as a percentage. Hence, this 
data should be interpreted with care. 

TYPES OF EQUITY SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE 
The Equity Scholarship students 
included in this analysis can be the 
recipients of one or a combination of 
the following scholarship types:

• ICECS – Indigenous Commonwealth
Education Costs Scholarships: 
Scholarships available to future full-time 
undergraduate Aboriginal and/or Torres 
Strait Islander students to assist with the 
costs associated with higher education. 

• ICAS - Indigenous Commonwealth
Accommodation Scholarships: 
Scholarships available to assist full-
time undergraduate Aboriginal and/
or Torres Strait Islander students 
from low income backgrounds from 
regional or remote areas for relocation 
and accommodation costs.

• IAS – Indigenous Access Scholarships:
Scholarships available to assist full-time 
undergraduate Aboriginal and/or Torres 
Strait Islander students or those in an 
enabling program such as UNISTART, 
and are able to demonstrate financial 
need through receipt of Centrelink 
benefits or proof of low income.

• IECECS - Indigenous Enabling
Commonwealth Education Costs 
Scholarship: Scholarships available to 
assist full-time undergraduate Aboriginal 
and/or Torres Strait Islander students 
if they are finding it difficult to meet 
the costs of associated with a UTS 
Jumbunna UNISTART Enabling course. 

• IECAS – Indigenous Enabling
Commonwealth Accommodation 
Scholarship: Scholarships available to 
assist full-time Aboriginal and/or Torres 
Strait Islander students enrolled in the 
UTS Jumbunna UNISTART Enabling 
course, and are able to demonstrate 
financial need and proof of residency 
in a regional or remote area, to cover 
relocation and accommodation costs. 

• DAS – Diversity Access Scholarship
(Institution Equity Scholarship): 
Scholarships available to assist students 
from low socio-economic backgrounds 
who may also be experiencing other 
forms of educational disadvantage 
which make it difficult to achieve their 
educational goals. Must be enrolled in 
at least 18 credit points per semester 
unless they have medical conditions 
or sole parenting responsibilities. 

EQUITY SCHOLARSHIP OUTCOMES: SUCCESS AND ATTRITION
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Chart 15
SUCCESS: Percentage and Equivalent Full Time Student Load [EFTSL] passed by equity group. 

LSES EQUITY SCHOLARSHIP STUDENTS 
Success for LSES Equity Scholarship students improved in 2015 to 93.8% [108 EFTSL] from 91.4% [99 EFTSL] in 2014. Historical data 
indicates that the success for these students increased from 87.4% in 2010 to 91.5% in 2012 but sharply declined in 2013 to 82.9%. 
This is probably related to the decline in the overall number of scholarships in 2013. The increases in 2014 and 2015 are thought to be 
related to the automation in reporting of DAS scholarships which increase the sample in question and should reduce these anomalous 
variations in future reporting years.

Note: Low SES status of a student is determined by census variables used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics; Scholarships included in the data table above: ICECS, ICAS, DAS, IAS, IECECS, & IECAS 
any combinations of these types. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utseqsucc; Report: Success – low SES, scholarship type, from 2004 v04 – Compact, Accessed on 19 April 2016.

*All groups listed in this table include domestic undergraduate students only.
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Chart 16
ATTRITION: Percentage and headcount of equity group students with and without Equity Scholarships who do not return to study after 
being enrolled in the previous year. Ideally this number is low.

LSES EQUITY SCHOLARSHIP STUDENTS 
Attrition amongst LSES students with Equity Scholarships has been fluctuating over the past six years, from a low of 2.2% 
[2 students] in 2013 to a high of 9.5% [4 students] in 2014. In 2015, only 7 LSES students with Equity Scholarships (5.6%) 
were reported as not returning to study after being enrolled in 2014. The number of domestic undergraduate UTS students 
with Equity Scholarships declined substantially since 2011 [103 students], although increased moderately from 2013 [17 
students] to 2105 [33 students]. It should be noted that when analysing data with cohorts of such a small size, any small 
variations in data will appears as large variations in percentages. Hence, data should be interpreted with care.

Note. Low SES status of a student is determined by census variables used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics; Scholarships included in the data table above: ICECS, ICAS, DAS, CAS. CECS, IAS and 
any combinations of these types. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: govt_eqattr; Report: Attrition – low SES, scholarship type, from 2006 v05 – Compact. Accessed on 19 April 2016*All 
groups listed in this table include domestic undergraduate students only. 
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APPENDIX 4

Chart 17
STAFF DIVERSITY GROUP REPRESENTATION: Staff diversity at UTS as a percentage of total staff numbers as well as headcount.

STAFF DIVERSITY AT UTS 2010-2015

Note. This equity data is based on voluntary EEO information reported by staff and shows both percentages [%] as well as a headcounts [No.]. Percentages for Disability and Language Background other 
than English are based on Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: Disability Academic & Support All UTS, Language Academic & Support All UTS; Accessed on 19 April 2016. Indigenous 
Participation is based on Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal, Cube: utsstaff; Report: KPIUEE2: Indigenous Participation - % Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander staff; Accessed on 19 April 
2016. 

*Includes Academic of the Future, Academic Interns and conventional academic positions.

Note: Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utsstaff; Report: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Academic and Support All UTS; Accessed on 19 April 2016. 

As per UTS Academic and Support Staff Agreements, the Indigenous Australian Staff Support Network Membership is available to all Indigenous Australian staff employed at UTS. This figure includes
those staff who may not have self-identified in NEO.
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Chart 18
FEMALE STAFF REPRESENTATION: Number of women as a percentage of total staff numbers at UTS as well as headcount. 

Note. SSG refers to the Senior Staff Group [including senior specialists]. Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utsstaff; Report: Female Academic & Support Staff All UTS; Accessed on 
03 May 2016. Additional data obtained from HR system regarding female SSG representation.
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Chart 19
ACADEMIC STAFF REPRESENTATION BY GENDER: Number of men and women as a percentage of total staff numbers at UTS over 
six years, distributed across the five Academic Levels [A through E].

Data source: UTS Business Intelligence Portal; Cube: utsstaff; Report: Female Academic & Support Staff All UTS; Accessed on 19 April, 2016
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